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Abstract A large number of interesting business and

technology problems in IS and e-commerce research center

around events and the associated variables that influence

them. Researchers are often interested in studying the

timing, patterns, and frequencies of events. Some of those

events are related to the timing of strategic decisions such

as new technology adoption, functionality upgrades to

established software products, new outsourcing contracts,

and the termination of failing IS projects. Still others are

external events that have significant implications on the

performance of firms, the structure of industries affected by

IT, and the viability of various aspects of the economy.

Event history methods, also known as survival analysis and

duration analysis methods, spatial analysis, and count data

analysis in the medical sciences, public health and bio-

statistics literature, offer rigorous methods for empirical

analysis that can provide rich insights into research issues

that arise in association with identifiable events. This

article provides a current survey of these methods and

in-depth discussion of how researchers can apply them to

study technology adoption problems and related issues in

IS and e-commerce. We offer a framework for mapping the

methods to applicable problems, and discuss the relevant

variants of the methods. We also illustrate the range of

research questions that can be asked and answered through

the use of the methods.
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1 Introduction

The information systems (IS) discipline studies ‘‘how IT

systems are developed and how individuals, groups, orga-

nizations, and markets interact with IT’’ [152, p. 475].

According to Sidorova et al.’s [152] study, there are five

enduring core areas in IS research that represent the

22 years from 1985 to 2006: (1) IT and development; (2)

IT and individuals; (3) IT and groups; (4) IT and organi-

zations; and (5) IT and markets. Despite their different

emphases and units of analysis, a number of studies in

these areas examine technological change and develop-

ment, and seek to explain how and why individuals,

groups, organizations, and markets change in the context of

IT development, innovation, implementation, and usage.

In this article, we will consider change as one type of

event that ‘‘is an empirical observation of difference in

form, quality, or state over time in an … entity’’ [161,

p. 512]. Entities of interest to IS researchers may include
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everyday IT users, Internet-based work groups, IT products

and services, organizations, or communities of organiza-

tions. Development refers to a change process or ‘‘a pro-

gression of change events that unfold during the duration of

an entity’s existence’’ [161, p. 512]. The goal of studying

change and development—specifically technology-led

change and technology-enabled development—is to

develop or extend variance theories that identify causal

explanation of observed events or process theories that

offer rich narratives of temporal sequence of events of how

change and development unfold [74, 125, 135]. Table 1

presents the core areas of research with illustrative exam-

ples of studies.

We will showcase a new body of methodological

knowledge that allows researchers to study changes as the

occurrence, interrelatedness, and progression of events.

These methods are geared towards the development and

evaluation of variance theories for the most part. The three

methods are event history methods, spatial analysis, and

count data methods. These methods allow researchers to

integrate the discovery process into theory development,

and engage in innovative theorizing through rich data

analysis [76]. Collectively, these methods can provide rich

insights into a broad set of issues that arise in association

with identifiable events. Hence, it is important to point out

that this article is not intended to offer prescriptive

guidelines on how to apply these methods to any specific

research problems. Instead, in the method exposition sec-

tions, we first will offer sufficient details so that readers

will be able to understand the assumptions, information

structure, and limitations of these methods. We also will

offer a discussion of their applicability through illustrations

of empirical research that has used these methods.

To understand the thrust and purpose of these new

methodologies, it is important for us to set the stage by

defining a number of key terms that help to bound the

present investigation. The key concept in this area is the

idea of the event. In broad terms, an event can be identified

when something of managerial interest occurs or a pre-

dicted outcome is observed for a person, a technology, a

product, a business process, a firm, a market or an industry.

Related to the event (e.g., timing of technology adoption) is

the notion of a hazard, which describes the likelihood of

the occurrence of the event of interest at some time, given

the observation is at risk of such an event’s occurrence. We

emphasize the idea of the hazard because often the central

interest in empirical research is on issues surrounding

events. These include when technology adoption actually

Table 1 Core research areas in IS research and selected studies on change and development

Core research area Description Selected research topics Illustrative studies of change and

development

IT development An area that studies the

development and design

of information systems

Development methods

Technical design of

information systems

Ravichandran and Rai [139]: change in

software process capability from

software process improvement

implementation

IT and individuals An area that studies

psychological aspects of

human–computer

interactions

Technology acceptance

HR issues in IS

Computer self-efficacy

End-user computing

Bhattacherjee and Premkumar [27]:

change in IT perceptions in the process

of IT usage

IT and groups An area that studies the

interaction of groups with

IT

Group decision support

systems

IT-enabled relationships

and their implications

Dennis and Garfield [58]: change in work

processes and outcomes from group

support system use

IT and organizations An area that studies the

implications of IT use for

organizations

Strategic role of IT

Impact of IT investments

on organizational

performance

Effect of IT on business

processes

Zhu et al. [176]: determinants of decisions

to migrate from EDI to open-standard

systems

Baskerville and Myers [18]: change,

development of IT fashions

IT and markets An area that studies how IT

use affects

interorganizational

relationships and markets

Interorganizational systems

(e.g., EDI, electronic

markets)

Effect of

interorganizational

systems on consumers,

sellers, prices, and

markets

Ray et al. [140]: influence of IT on

changes at the level of vertical

integration among firms
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occurs, whether an employee leaves the firm, whether a

release of new software updates occurs in a given month

and so on. The goal is to explain or predict the occurrence

of the event, based on some appropriate theory or con-

ceptual model or hypothesized explanation. For example,

Sood and Tellis [154] used a hazard of disruption to answer

the question ‘‘What type of firm is likely to introduce

disruptive technologies?’’ A related concept is the duration

of time that is involved from the point in time when

observation begins up to the time that a given event occurs.

A fourth main concept is the structure of the problem

setting. Knowing the structure of the problem setting, in

terms of whether there are single or multiple events, cor-

relations or dependencies across events, widely dispersed

or rare events, connections between people or firms or

business units that are observed to experience an event, and

so on, gives the analyst an opportunity to make informed

decisions about the choice of modeling and assessment of

data that should be undertaken.

Having an inventory of strong methodological and ana-

lytical capabilities for handling the estimation of empirical

models related to various issues in IS and e-commerce

research is important. They provide a foundation for theory

testing and predictive evaluation that can help managers to

better understand the dynamics of the environments in

which they manage technology. We will attempt to answer

the following research questions: What kinds of IS research

problems in empirical research are appropriate for the event

history, spatial analysis, and count data methods? How

should researchers conceptualize and empirically opera-

tionalize events using these methods? How should

researchers map empirical data to information structures

and modeling representations? And what estimation mod-

eling techniques are needed to obtain robust results?

Finally, what insights and benefits do these methods offer?

To answer these questions, we have laid out our

exploration as follows. Section 2 discusses the basic

research questions that the event history, spatial analysis,

and count data methods permit the researcher to ask and

answer. It also covers the range of business problems that

the methods can treat at a number of different levels of

analysis. Section 3 provides an orienting discussion of the

basics of time-to-event and event history methods. It pro-

vides a concise overview of the well-known models that

are available in this general area of methodology. The latter

part of this section extends the reader’s basic knowledge by

discussing some new classes of models that may be espe-

cially interesting for IS researchers to explore. It covers

models that permit the study of the interdependencies

among individual event history observations. Section 4

introduces spatial analysis methods that are useful to

investigate research problems in which various contagion

mechanisms play a role in technology adoption decisions

or other research topics of interest to IS researchers. These

methods offer researchers mechanisms to explain and

predict diffusion patterns of a technology in a community

of interest. Section 5 moves from an emphasis on indi-

vidual event times to a consideration of the count of events

occurring within some time frame of interest. The related

methods, discussed here, are count models and frequency

models, and they provide additional capabilities that are

not otherwise offered by standard time-to-event-based

event history models. Section 6 concludes with the con-

tributions of this research, and the steps that researchers

can take in the application of these new methods in the

technology adoption research domain and the broader

scope of IS research.

2 Mapping problems in IS research to the methods

To understand the usefulness of the methods that we will

discuss at length, it is important for the reader to obtain a

sense of the high-level questions and business problems

that these methods can treat, especially as they relate to

technology. In this section, we characterize the methods in

terms of simple high-level research questions that they can

support, including technology adoption among them, but

also more generally in terms of questions for IS and

e-commerce research.

2.1 Characterizing the research questions supported

by the methods

Technology adoption research has long been interested in

understanding when adoption-related events are predicted

to occur and why durations to their occurrence are short or

long. Some of these problems include: the first and con-

tinued use of a new technology by individuals; the timing

of infusion of an emerging technology into a firm’s busi-

ness processes; the time at which a technology reaches

critical mass adoption in an organization, in an industry or

in the marketplace overall; and when adoption shifts from

occurring in one country to being more widespread in its

global adoption. There has also been a related interest to

explain the precursors of these events, specifically what the

strength and significance of different kinds of explanatory

variables are relative to different theoretical views and

predictions on how technology adoption is likely to play

out. The research questions may focus on ‘‘what,’’ ‘‘when,’’

‘‘how’’ and ‘‘why’’ issues, which are readily addressed

through the use of the methods that we will discuss.

Table 2 lays out a more complete list of high-level

research questions that can be asked from the perspectives

of the event history, spatial analysis, and count data

methods. These questions can be instantiated into a number
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of different kinds of settings beyond technology adoption,

and so they should be of broad interest to IS and e-com-

merce researchers.

2.2 An overview of the methods

We next offer a brief overview of each of the methods, by

indicating some of the primary approaches that are used,

the standard assumptions and analysis techniques, and the

nature of the information structures that can be treated.

2.2.1 Event history methods

Event history methods are also known as survival analysis

and duration analysis methods. They allow us to examine

the timing of events, construct the survival pattern of a

sample, and identify the factors that affect survival [90, 98,

108]. Events can be broadly conceptualized as those sur-

rounding decision-making (e.g., adoption decisions) or

those associated with a time point when a critical threshold

is reached (e.g., number of technology adopters). Accord-

ing to the various assumptions that are made about the

applicable information structure in a research setting, event

history methods can be categorized as nonparametric,

semiparametric or fully-parametric [113]. Nonparametric

methods involve the fewest assumptions and allow

researchers to construct the survival pattern of the sample

based on the observed event timing and survival history of

all observations. Semiparametric methods involve more

assumptions—for example, the set of explanatory variables

is assumed to have a multiplicative impact on the

likelihood of failure—and they allow researchers to

examine how these variables can explain the observed

events. Fully-parametric methods impose strict assump-

tions about the distribution of the underlying process that

drives occurrence of the events. From the theory devel-

opment and theory testing perspectives, they allow

researchers to examine how the explanatory factors may

affect survival and construct the survival pattern for the

sample.1

2.2.2 Spatial analysis methods

Spatial analysis methods are modeling techniques often

used in spatial econometrics to explicitly examine spatial

effects such as spatial dependence (spatial autocorrelation)

and spatial structure (spatial heterogeneity) in cross-sec-

tional and panel data models [5, 47, 136]. Spatial depen-

dence means that events observed at different locations are

interrelated. For example, technology adoption among

countries may be influenced by the extent of their bilateral

trade, cultural similarity, and geographical distance.2

Table 2 High-level research questions from the various methods’ perspectives

Method Focus High-level research questions

Event history methods Occurrence of events in study units What is the duration, or how long does it take for an event to occur?

What triggers the occurrence of the event?

How to explain and predict the occurrence of the event?

What are the discernible patterns of events?

Why do the patterns arise as observed?

Spatial analysis

methods

Interrelatedness of events among

study units

What patterns occur with interrelated events among study units?

What drives such patterns of events?

What can we learn about how geographic space affects observed

outcomes?

How about space in other conceptual terms (e.g., cultural or policy

space)?

Count data methods Frequency of events in study units How frequently does an event occur?

When are clusters of events likely to occur?

What explains the differential frequency of events?

Why do we see the variation over time?

Note: All these methods can be examined using Bayesian methods. Some of the benefits of Bayesian methods are the use of historical data to

predict future events, and the use of simulations under conditions of insufficient data or missing data

1 For a fuller discussion of semiparametric methods and related

regression approaches, the interested reader should see Cameron and

Trivedi [36] and Horowitz [89]. In addition to these three basic

categories of techniques, there are also advanced models that deal

with events driven by multiple competing risks, recurrence of the

same event for the subject, heterogeneity of survival patterns among

subgroups of subjects, accelerated likelihood of failure due to the

impact of the explanatory variables, and long-term survival of a

fraction of the population.
2 Spatial dependence is observed when Cov (Yi, Yj) = 0, for i = j;
where i and j refer to locations and Y is a variable measuring an event

of interest.
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Spatial heterogeneity is an issue because the spatial units

of observation may not have homogeneous characteristics.

For example, different urban locations might have different

income levels and unemployment rates, or different regions

might have disparate levels of technological investments.

Spatial correlation can be in the form of non-constant error

variances (heteroskedasticity), varying coefficient values,

or different functional forms across spatial units. Spatial

units are considered to be geographical units (census tracts,

cities, states, countries). However, as spatial econometrics

has been increasingly applied across many fields in social

science, cross-influence between spatial units has been

expanded to include social, economic and cultural spaces.

2.2.3 Count data methods

Count data models involve the estimation of dependent

variables in which something is being counted, such as the

number of firms adopting some new technology, or the

number of executives to leave the firm during some period

of time [35, 160]. The dependent variable usually takes on

integer values, and there is not necessarily an upper limit to

the total count that is possible. As with other forms of

regression modeling, the goal is to develop estimates of the

dependent variable conditional on different values of the

independent variables, as a basis for theory testing or future

outcome prediction. The dependent variables are restricted

to be greater than or equal to zero, which requires logical

consistency in their estimation so that what is predicted is

never less than zero and is always integer-valued.

The most well-known of the discrete regression models

for count data is the Poisson regression model, which is

analogous to a linear model with additive separable param-

eters when there are no restrictions on the values of the

dependent or independent variables in the model [22]. The

Poisson regression model has a number of interesting fea-

tures. It uses the Poisson distribution, which Winkelmann

[169] has characterized as a one-parameter distribution with

a single parameter, k, as both its mean and its variance.3,4

The methods associated with count data modeling

involve both semiparametric and parametric models too.

When a parametric relationship between the dependent

count variable and the explanatory variables is assumed, a

more restrictive set of assumptions is required, but these

often serve to reinforce the importance of the role of these

methods on the estimation of non-negative integer data.

They also help to recognize the important link in statistical

distributions between count data and duration models.

2.3 Some illustrative business problems

Knowledge on these methods is vast. We discuss problems

that can be pursued using these methods at each of the

following levels of analysis for technology adoption and

related IS and e-commerce issues: people and decisions,

technologies, products, business processes, firms and

industries (see Table 3).5

Collectively, the methods offer unusually interesting

opportunities for the empirical exploration of different

theories of technology adoption at different levels of

analysis that we have identified. At the level of people and

decisions, the methods provide a useful basis for estimating

technology adoption decision-making settings where there

is interest in the timing, time-dependent likelihood of

decisions, and other interdependencies of decisions. It is

also often of interest to know the density of occurrence of

such decisions over time—their count, in other words—and

to use the information to identify how the density or

clustering of technology adoption events can be explained

in terms of the relevant factors. At the level of technologies

and products, the methods can be used to explore the

reasons why adoption patterns in the marketplace develop

as they do. In contrast to descriptive S-curve methods for

technology adoption and diffusion, the methods we discuss

provide a means to understand the relative importance and

marginal effects of different kinds of factors through

carefully-specified modeling structures and relationships.

By studying business processes, firms and industries, it is

possible to shift the thrust of the exploration of technology

adoption to emphasize the conditions under which adoption

ensues. At the process level, a variety of issues arise that are

noteworthy, including the role of management in changing

the speed and depth of adoption of emerging technologies.

Another is the extent to which complementary technologies

and process investments tend to predispose adoption of a

3 This commonly is represented in terms of a log-linear function of

the explanatory variables of the multiplicative Poisson regression

model, with ki ¼ exp b0 þ
P

j bjxij

� �
: The estimated coefficients bj

of the independent variables xij can be interpreted as though they

involve an elasticity, with the expected value of y given xj for some

value of xj, through log(xj) in the Poisson regression model. A key

issue with Poisson regression is that the dependence of the variance

on the mean value of k is viewed as a strong assumption, diminishing

the range of its applicability.
4 The validity of Poisson regression model maximum likelihood

estimation results also is affected by model misspecification. As a

result, the literature on count data models has extensively explored

and developed models that expand the capabilities of count data

modeling, so it is possible to estimate explanatory models to test

relevant theory and hypotheses [29, 39, 49, 65].

5 Although we chose to highlight six levels of analysis, it does not

mean that these methods cannot be used to study technology adoption

and other phenomena at other levels of analysis. For example, they

can be applied to study technology and standards adoption among

countries for digital wireless technologies such as the Global System

for Mobile Communications (GSM) or the Code Division of Multiple

Access (CDMA).
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technology to be more rapid when other factors militate

against this happening. At the firm level, it is possible to

assess how the competitive environment and business

economy influence the timing of technology adoption by

firms in the marketplace, and to evaluate a range of alter-

native theoretical explanations for how industry concen-

tration, clockspeed, and technology intensiveness affect the

observed outcomes. Further, at the industry level of analy-

sis, it is possible to compare sectors and their observed

patterns of technology adoption and the reasons for why

they develop in different ways over time. The next three

sections of this article will discuss each of the methods in

greater detail relative to technology adoption research, as

well as other IS and e-commerce business problems. We

also discuss Bayesian methods, since their philosophy and

application are somewhat different but nevertheless worthy

of consideration for these areas of research.

3 Event history methods for exploring duration

We categorize the different types of event history methods

based on different assumptions made about the information

structure, as well as the types of events observed. These

include the occurrence of one event driven by competing

risks, the recurrence of an event, and heterogeneity among

subjects in different subgroups. Figure 1 shows a tree

diagram of the different event history methods.

3.1 Event history methods: key concepts, information

structures and models

Event history methods, primarily survival analysis, view

the occurrence of an event as the outcome of an underlying

failure process that starts from a certain point in time, such

as the emergence of a new technology. Researchers are

interested in examining how related factors, by affecting

the underlying failure process, will change the likelihood of

the occurrence of the event, which eventually lead to the

occurrence of the events in some subjects but not in others.

The events of interest for IS researchers may include

technology adoption, senior management decisions to enter

a new market or release a new generation of a technology

product, or announcements about firm alliances with other

technology-focused firms.

There are several fundamental concepts in event history

methods. Duration is the amount of time that has elapsed

from the start of the failure process to the occurrence of the

event or the end of the study period, whichever comes

sooner [114]. In the latter case, the observation is still at

Table 3 Business problems that can be analyzed with the methods

Level of analysis Business problems modeled/analyzed by the different methods

Event history methods Spatial analysis methods Count data methods

People and decisions Occurrence, timing of decisions

Personal adoption of IT

Decision to separate from a firm

Adoption decision contagion

Assessment of related IT adoption

Interaction of employee decisions

IT-related decisions

Frequency of IT usage

Promotions, departures

Technologies Software//hardware generations

Emerging technologies

Analog/digital wireless

Digital convergence

Rates of technological change

Regional penetration

Incremental improvements of a

technology made Patents, IP

registrations

Products Upgrade timing

Product discontinuation

Product warranty services

Adoption contagion

Regional penetration

Web site interactions

Product competition

Product launches

Software features added

Information security breaches

Number of warranty events

Business and

interorganizational

processes

Timing of process integration

Signups of supply partners

Timing of alliances among

partners of technology standards

Competitive effects in firm design

Effects of market leader changes

affecting supply chain practices

Reengineering project started

Interorganizational systems rollouts

Strategic alliances formed

Firms Technology adoption timing

Strategic alliance timing

IT platform changes

Outsourcing timing

Adoption contagion

Competitive rivalry

Tech firm IPO cross-impacts

Externality effects across firms

Internet firm IPOs

New tech startups

Outsourcing contracts

Pricing-related events

Industries and

economies

Timing of standards adoption

Timing of e-market adoption

Collocation analysis

Externality/knowledge spillovers

Industry digital convergence

Standards adopted

E-market launches

Firm failures and entries
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risk at the end of the study period and is right-censored.

The outcome or status indicates whether a specific obser-

vation experienced the event during the study period or was

censored. The hazard rate measures an observation’s

instantaneous failure rate at time t, given the observation is

still at risk just before time t. Using a survival function,

researchers are able to quantify the probability that an

observation’s duration will be longer than t. Alternatively,

the survival function can also be interpreted as the per-

centage of the observations in the population that will

survive after time t. Event history methods usually involve

the collection of longitudinal and cross-sectional data.

However, the data from different observations, such as

individuals or firms, usually are not compared based on

calendar time, as research involving panel data usually

does. Rather, the data are aligned and compared based on

their relative distance to the beginning of each subject’s

respective failure process. For example, when examining

the duration of outsourcing contracts, researchers usually

compare contracts of the same length, no matter in which

year they were established.

The goals of using event history methods are to examine

how different factors influence the occurrence of the event

and to specify the hazard and survival functions that can

depict the overall survival pattern of the population. Based

on the kinds of assumptions made, survival analyses can be

categorized as nonparametric, semiparametric or fully-

parametric.

3.1.1 Nonparametric survival analysis

Nonparametric survival analysis techniques involve mini-

mal assumptions about the distribution of the underlying

failure process. The most widely used nonparametric method

is the Kaplan–Meier (KM) estimator, which is also called the

product-limit estimator. The KM estimator calculates the

survival function based on the number of observations that

were at risk at different durations and the number of obser-

vations among them that experienced the event at each of

those points in time. More formally, the survival function St

at time t is Ŝt ¼
Q

ti � t

nti
�dti

nti
[113], where i is the unit of

observation, dti is the number of units that experienced the

event of interest at time ti, and nti is the number of units at risk

at time ti. The multiplicative form of the KM estimator when

calculating St, requires that not only the survival fraction at

time t, but also that the survival history of all subjects prior to

t must be taken into account. When we plot the survival

function against duration, we get the Kaplan–Meier curve.

Using a KM curve, we can depict the adoption pattern of a

particular technology. This is useful when we compare the

adoption of multiple technologies.6

Fig. 1 A tree diagram of event history methods

6 Other nonparametric methods include life tables, which character-

ize the rate of survivorship in a population at risk, and are helpful for

estimating the survival function using intervals of duration. Another is

the Nelson-Aalen estimator for the cumulative hazard function [98].

This involves developing a staircase function that specifies when an
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3.1.2 Semiparametric survival analysis

The most widely used semiparametric survival analysis

technique is the Cox proportional hazards model [45]. In

this method, the hazard rate h(t) at time t derives from two

sources: a nonparametric baseline hazard h0(t) that is the

same for all subjects of the same age, and a parametric

component for which the covariates are assumed to have a

multiplicative effect on the hazard rate: h(t) = h0(t)

exp(b0x). At issue is how the set of relevant covariates may

affect the hazard rate, which leads, in turn, to the observed

occurrences of the events. For example, covariates that

affect technology adoption may include factors such as the

use of standards, compatibility with existing systems, costs,

and government mandates. The partial likelihood function

for the observed occurrences of the events is

PLðbÞ ¼
QN

i¼1

expðb0xiÞP
j2Ri

expðb0xjÞ

� �ci

, where N is the sample size, xi

is the vector of covariates for observation i, ci is the cen-

soring indicator for observation i, and Ri is the set of

observations that are still at risk at observation i’s event

time. For a censored observation, ci is 0 so it does not affect

the partial likelihood function. Only those observations

with the observed event affect the calculation of the partial

likelihood function. We can then use the maximum like-

lihood estimator to estimate b.

In empirical research, we often see time-varying

covariates where the values of the covariates change over

time. For example, the costs associated with adopting a

particular technology are likely to decline over time as the

technology matures and becomes more popular. Other

times, we find observations with tied event times, in which

case corrections need to be made to the partial likelihood

function to account for the occurrence of multiple events

from multiple subjects at a single point in time.

Researchers also have used a stratified proportional hazards

model to account for the different hazard rates of subjects

in different strata. The role of stratification is to identify the

basis for creating subsets of the data and either estimating

those separately, or including marker variables that identify

the relevant groupings of observations for which certain

parameters in the estimation model should be grouped.7

3.1.3 Parametric survival analysis

In some cases, the information structure of the underlying

failure process is known based on historical research, which

allows researchers to fully specify the functional forms of the

hazard and survival functions using parametric survival

analysis. This kind of analysis provides several advantages

[90]. First, we are able to derive the full likelihood function

and use it to estimate the parameters. Second, the models and

the estimated coefficients are useful in managerial terms.

Third, we can estimate survival time using the model’s fitted

values. And finally, we can analyze the residuals similar to

what we do with those from a linear regression.

Two of the most widely-used fully-parametric regres-

sion models are the exponential and Weibull models [90].

In the exponential model, the hazard rate is not affected by

time, but only by the set of covariates, where h(t) = e exp

-(a ? b0x). In the Weibull regression model, the hazard

rate not only depends on the set of covariates, but also on

time t, a shape parameter k, and another parameter a, where

h(t) = (ka tk-1) exp(b0x). Based on the hazard functions,

we can derive the log-likelihood functions, and use the

maximum likelihood estimator to estimate the parameters.

Other parametric regression models include the log-logis-

tic, log-normal and gamma distributions [113].

3.1.4 Other models

In addition to the above-mentioned nonparametric, semi-

parametric and fully-parametric survival analysis methods,

there are more advanced models for competing risks,

recurrent events, frailty, accelerated failure time (AFT),

and cure rate models.

Competing risk models. These models examine time to

event data driven by several underlying failure processes

[48]. We may observe the event as being triggered by one

of these failure processes. For example, companies may

discontinue using a technology for different reasons, such

as the availability of a better technology, or when the

current technology is no longer needed. As another

example, IS professionals may leave their current jobs due

to better opportunities elsewhere, personal health prob-

lems, family-related issues, or changes in the working

environment. In the early 2000s, many dot-com companies

ceased operations due to bankruptcies, liquidations, merg-

ers or acquisitions. The causes of the events are called

competing risks. We can sum the hazard rates at time t for

individual or competing risks to get an overall hazard rate.

Recurrent event models. The event history methods that

we have discussed so far primarily deal with the occurrence

of a single event. However, sometimes we may witness the

recurrence of the same event, such as the relapse of some

disease and the repeated signings of outsourcing contacts.

Footnote 6 continued

observation fails or when an event occurs in time, as well as the

number of observations for which events have not been observed just

prior to the occurrence of event.
7 In addition to the Cox proportional hazards model, there are other

semiparametric survival analysis techniques that are useful, including

additive hazards model. With this kind of model, the covariates are

assumed to have an additive rather than a multiplicative effect on the

hazard rate [90]. Another approach is called rank regression, which is

useful for comparing two distributions using the rank of the natural

logarithm of the durations [113].
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In IS project management work, employee resignations

often occur at the same time as the departure of a project

manager, just as the release of a new generation of a

technology product often follows from a competitor’s

actions in the same general product space in the market.

Recurrent event models analyze these phenomena using a

counting process [90, 145]. This is a stochastic process that

associates some non-negative integer number of events that

occur at time t or later, with the number of events occurring

earlier being less than or equal to that number. Counting

processes are often used to establish the number of events

that occur during some interval of time, for example, the

number of firms that join a technology standards organi-

zation during the first 5 years of its operation.

Frailty models. In analyzing survival data, researchers

often assume that subjects are drawn independently from

the same baseline hazard function or survival time distri-

bution for subjects with the same age. For example, indi-

viduals or firms of the same age are assumed to have the

same baseline hazard in the Cox proportional hazards

model. There may be other factors in addition to the

observed covariates that affect survival though. Frailty

models add an unknown random effect to the hazard rate to

account for this kind of heterogeneity of the subjects

[90, 108]. As a result, we write the hazard function hf (t, xi,

b) = zi h(t, xi, b), where xi is a covariate vector for

observation i and zi is the frailty for the random effect.

Shared frailty models, in which the frailties of subjects in

the same subgroup are the same, allow researchers to

model similar hazard functions for subjects in the same

subgroup, which is useful for stratified model design that

recognize group-wise heterogeneity. An analogy here is an

examination of technology adoption using the industry as

the subgroup; firms in the same industry may perceive the

benefits and costs of a technology similarly.

Accelerated failure time (AFT) models. These models

are useful when the covariates can speed up the time to

event. Let Y = (y1, y2,…,yn) be the set of observed dura-

tions for all n observations. Then the hazard rate will be

given by h(Y) = exp(b0x) h0 exp(b0x)Y [108], where xi is

the vector of covariates. Here exp(b0xi) represents the

acceleration factor; the covariates have the effect of

changing the baseline hazard. Researchers can estimate

semiparemetric and fully-parametric versions of AFT

models. For example, the exponential and the Weibull

regression models can be represented as AFT models. AFT

models are useful to IS and e-commerce researchers

in situations where different covariates may affect the

baseline hazard. For example, a technology that conforms

to a standard may experience accelerated adoption as the

standard becomes the de facto standard.

Cure rate models. These models have been used in

public health to examine the treatment of cancer. Because

some patients may become cancer-free after they receive

treatment, cure rate models incorporate this concept of

cure rate and formulate the survival function as

S(t) = p ? (1 - p) S*(t), where p is the fraction of the

population that is cured and S*(t) is the survival function

for the non-cured fraction [23]. The exponential and

Weibull distributions are frequently used as the distribu-

tions of S*(t). This is a useful model for IS researchers,

who study business problems related to the failure of open

source and commercial software packages in the market,

and then work toward fixing their bugs so they can be

re-released for successful, error-free use. Another appli-

cation area involves problems with information security

breaches in organizations, and the steps to lessen likelihood

of such future problems.

3.2 Relevant prior literature

The research literature that has used event history methods

is spread far and wide, across disciplines and application

contexts. For the purposes of formulating the basis for

thinking through what we can do with the methodologies,

in this subsection we provide a brief overview for a number

of published works within the fields of IS and e-commerce

with the goal to offer ideas for researchers to think about

how to apply event history methods to their own research

(see Table 4).8

IS and e-commerce researchers have used parametric

techniques to examine issues related to IT adoption, IT

professional turnovers, and Internet search engine visits.

The analyst needs to come to the modeling problem and

business context with some real-world observations about

what is likely to be the trajectory over time for changes in

the hazard. A standard initial assumption involves what

statisticians call the baseline hazard, which describes

human existence and the risks that we all face with being

alive. A second component of a parametric survival func-

tion involves the effects covariates, which describe how the

likelihood of a hazard event occurring changes with dif-

ferent values of the covariates. It also is possible that the

baseline hazard can be modeled with a function, which

might represent an increasing likelihood of an event, as is

the case of death for people who reach old age.

A couple of examples to build the reader’s intuition are

in order. For instance, it might be possible that the risk of

an event may be totally invariant to any known influences,

so that one might view this as being a constant likelihood

of the event. Earthquakes have traditionally been viewed

this way, since they occur in geological time, rather than

8 For readers who are interested in exploring the use of event history

methods in other disciplines, we offer additional coverage of some of

these works in Appendix 1.
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human time. Another possibility is that there is initially a

reduction in the likelihood of the event occurring, but then

everything returns to normal. Further, this might be the

case with treatments for heart disease or cancer, where it is

possible for doctors to prolong a person’s life in the short-

term, but where the long-term likelihood of death from

these maladies is probably no different. Still another pos-

sibility is that the likelihood of the occurrence of an event

is proportional in some way to one or more effects

covariates, even though a person’s baseline hazard is no

different. This might be true, for example, for people who

get regular exercise or refrain from smoking, and who are

able to increase their likelihood of living until they are 75

or 80 years old by some empirically known proportion.

Frequently, the model of choice in IS studies is the

proportional hazards model with the Weibull distribution

as the baseline hazard. It permits the possibility that the

empirical observation of the data might follow a proportion

or multiplicative hazard or an accelerated hazard function

related to the effects covariates. For example, Kauffman

et al. [106] used a parametric survival analysis to study the

adoption of automated teller machine networks in the

presence of network externalities. Kauffman and Techa-

tassanasoontorn [101, 102] explored country-level diffu-

sion of digital wireless phones using the KM estimator and

the proportional hazards model with the Weibull baseline

hazard function. Forman and Gron [63] applied parametric

survival analysis to study how vertical integration may

affect IT adoption. Josefek and Kauffman [95] also used a

parametric model with a Weibull baseline hazard to

examine how factors such as the content of the IT human

capital involved and the equity of the employment

relationship may affect the duration of an IT professional’s

employment. Telang et al. [156] examined periodicity

and unobserved heterogeneity in Internet search engine

visits, by blending the proportional hazards model and

the Laplace distribution. They tested models with dif-

ferent baseline hazard functions including the Weibull,

log-logistic, expo-power and Conway-Maxwell-Poisson

distributions.

Kauffman and Wang [104, 105] applied nonparametric,

semiparametric and competing risks survival analysis

techniques in two studies on the duration of Internet firms

after they went public in the stock market. The event of

interest is the withdrawal of the company’s stock from the

market. The failure process starts from the time the firm

went public. Using the KM estimator, they constructed

visual plots of the survival patterns for a large sample of

Internet firms. In addition, using the Cox proportional

hazards model, they examined how a set of industry,

e-commerce, and firm-related factors may affect the like-

lihood of survival. In their competing risks analysis, they

distinguished between a firm’s different risks for de-listing

its stock in the market due to bankruptcy, merger or

acquisition, and examined how the set of explanatory

variables may affect these risks, which eventually led to

de-listing of the stock.

Another application of survival analysis techniques in IS

and e-commerce involves the use of accelerated failure

time models to study the duration of IT sourcing relation-

ships [68] and the duration of time that music albums are

popular on the Internet [26]. An accelerated failure time

Table 4 Representative IS studies involving event history methods

IS core research

area

Study Event history methods used

IT development Goo et al. [68]: models duration of IT sourcing

relationships

Accelerated failure time model

IT and individuals Josefek and Kauffman [95]: examines duration of IT

professionals’ employment

Parametric survival analysis with a Weibull baseline hazard

function

Telang et al. [156]: examines the periodicity and

unobserved heterogeneity in Internet search engine

visits

Proportional hazards model, four baseline hazard functions

(Weibull, log-logistic, expo-power and Conway-Maxwell-

Poisson)

IT and individuals

IT and

organizations

Forman and Gron [63]: analyzes how vertical

integration affects IT adoption in individual and multi-

establishment firms

Parametric survival analysis with Weibull and Cox proportional

hazard models; re-estimation to evaluate whether individual

establishment adoption decisions are independent

IT and

organizations

Kauffman et al. [106]: examines adoption of e-banking

networks

Parametric survival analyses with Weibull, normal, and logistic

baseline hazard functions

Kauffman and Wang [104, 105]: model durations to

Internet firm failure after stock IPOs

KM estimator, Cox proportional hazards, and competing risks

models

IT and markets Bhattacharjee et al. [26]: models album popularity

duration on Internet

Accelerated failure time model

Kauffman and Techatassanasoontorn [101, 102]:

analyzes country diffusion of wireless phones

KM estimator and proportional hazards with Weibull baseline

hazard function
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model is appropriate here because IT services relationships

and the popularity of songs on the Internet may be relatively

short-lived, with the likelihood that a contract is discon-

tinued or a song becomes unpopular increasing as time

passes. Goo et al. [68] examined how strategic variables

such as resource scarcity and the strategic importance of the

IS activity, economic variables such as relationship-specific

assets, uncertainty and opportunism, and social variables

such as mutual dependency and satisfaction, affect the

duration of IT sourcing relationships. Bhattacharjee et al.

[26] explored how factors such as Internet file-sharing, the

gender of the artist, and whether the artist is a superstar or

the album is produced by a major label affect how long an

album stays on the ranking chart. In both studies, AFT

models are used to allow the explanatory variables to have

impacts that speed up the time to the event.

3.3 Some Bayesian extensions to event history

methods and related research ideas

Bayesian extensions to event history methods are based on

Bayes’ theorem, which allows an analyst to incorporate

information updates that may affect the likelihood to

observe the targeted event. According to the theorem, the

posterior distribution p (h|D) of a vector of parameters h

based on some prior knowledge on h’s distribution p(h) and

newly-collected data D is given by pðhjDÞ ¼ LðhjDÞpðhÞR
H

LðhjDÞpðhÞdh
.

Here L(h|D) is the likelihood function of h given the

observed data D, and H is the parameter space of h [94].

The Gibbs sampler, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

technique, is frequently used to generate posterior distri-

butions of the parameters through thousands of iterations.

According to Ibrahim et al. [94], the use of Bayesian

survival analysis offers researchers several advantages.

First, Bayesian survival analysis allows researchers to

incorporate knowledge from prior research into their cur-

rent study, which helps to build a cumulative tradition for

analysis and a stronger knowledge base of comparable

results. This is done through the use of priors, which are

probability distributions of the parameters, identified in

previous research or by the analyst for a given setting of

research interest. We can think of the posterior distribu-

tions as updated probability distributions of the parameters

based on historical knowledge as the priors, and the newly-

observed data. Second, researchers can easily fit relatively

complicated survival models using Bayesian methods,

which expand the range of real-world problems that can be

examined. Third, the use of MCMC sampling—a simula-

tion technique, in essence—allows researchers to estimate

the parameters even when the sample size is small. Very

often, small sample sizes prevent researchers from using

the frequentist approach, which is built on the central limit

theorem and requires a sample size of thirty or larger.

However, because the Gibbs sampler is based on thousands

of iterations, the data analysis is no longer constrained by

the sample size. And fourth, it is much easier to handle

observations with missing values using Bayesian methods

since the missing values can be treated as parameters, and

it is possible to sample the data to fill in these values.9

Researchers have also used Bayesian dynamic models to

examine how the impact of an explanatory variable on the

hazard rate changes over time. This analysis is impossible

using the frequentist approach, which assumes that out-

comes are probabilistic, since there are insufficient degrees

of freedom to allow the estimation of time-varying coef-

ficients. However, with the Gibbs sampler, one can esti-

mate the parameters through iterative goal-seeking

estimation that narrows down the values of the parameters.

Banerjee et al. [17] estimated time-varying coefficients and

examine how the impact of factors such as firm size and

product may affect public Internet firm survival differently

depending on the age of the firm. Bayesian survival anal-

ysis also offers technology adoption, IS and e-commerce

research opportunities to incorporate results from prior

research, and to build more flexible and practical models.

4 Spatial analysis methods for interdependent events

in is research

We next discuss spatial analysis methods, and the range of

empirical modeling approaches that are available, as well

as some examples of research that leverage their strengths.

4.1 Spatial analysis methods: key concepts,

information structures and models

Spatial effects appear in two forms: spatial dependence and

spatial heterogeneity. Although both spatial dependence and

spatial heterogeneity can be present in data, we will focus our

9 Bayesian survival analysis also supports semiparametric and fully-

parametric models, as well as more advanced methods, such as the

frailty and cure-rate models. In these models, gamma distributions are

used for the priors. For the exponential model, we can formulate the

prior distribution for the hazard rate k = u(x0 b) to be a gamma prior.

By specifying the parameters of the gamma prior and our weight or

confidence on this prior, we can formulate the posterior distribution p
(h|D) and use the Gibbs sampler to estimate the parameters. For a

Weibull model with a shape parameter k = x0b and another parameter

a, k and a are treated as independent and specified to follow normal

and gamma distributions, respectively. It is common to assume that

the bs follow a multivariate normal distribution. By specifying the

priors, we can formulate the joint posterior of a and b given D and

estimate the parameters. In addition, gamma distributions are often

used as prior distributions for the baseline hazard in the Cox

proportional hazards model and for the frailty term in shared frailty

models.
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discussion on spatial dependence for two reasons. First,

unlike time-series data in which dependence is uni-dimen-

sional (the past influences the present), spatial dependence is

multidimensional (neighbors influence others and vice

versa). As a consequence, spatial econometric models that

incorporate spatial dependence are more complicated and

require a careful treatment of the inherently complex spatial

relationships [5, 54]. Second, many aspects of spatial het-

erogeneity, including heteroskedasticity, variation in coef-

ficient values, and different functional forms can be

addressed by standard econometric tools such as random

coefficient models and switching regressions. Refer to

Anselin [5] for a more detailed discussion on various forms

of heterogeneity and methods to address them.

Spatial dependence is typically estimated by incorpo-

rating additional spatial elements in a regression model.

We classify spatial models into (1) cross-sectional spatial

models for observations across space only, (2) spatial panel

data models for observations across space and time, and (3)

spatial discrete choice models for discrete dependent

variables such as counts or binary outcomes (see Fig. 2).

4.2 Cross-sectional spatial models

Spatial dependence can be incorporated in regression

models in two ways: (1) via a spatially lagged dependent

variable in a spatial lag model, or (2) via the error term in a

spatial error model [7]. The typical formulations are:

y ¼ qW1yþ e ðspatial lag modelÞ

e ¼ kW2eþ l ðspatial error modelÞ

y ¼ qW1yþ kW2eþ l ðmixed spatial lag and error modelÞ

For the spatial lag model, y is a vector of observations of

dependent variables, q is a spatial autoregressive parameter

for the dependent variable, W1 is a spatial weights matrix

associated with the dependent variable, W1y is a spatial lag

dependent variable, e is a vector of error terms. For the

spatial error model, e is a vector of error terms, k is a

spatial autoregressive parameter for the error term, W2 is a

spatial weights matrix associated with the error term, W2e
is a spatial lag error term, and l is the error term and

l * N(0, X), where Xii = hi (za). The notation is the same

for the mixed spatial lag and error model. For example, in a

study of firms’ adoption of a technology, a spatial weight

matrix can be constructed from data on their business

relationships, geographical distances and competitive

interactions, among other factors.

The spatial lag model is widely used in practice to

estimate the strength and direction of spatial dependence

while the spatial error model is useful to correct for the

potential bias from spatial interdependence [7, 20]. The

spatial weights matrix establishes spatial dependence

across spatial units in a data set. If the weights are incor-

rectly set up (identifying non-neighbors for neighbors and

vice versa), the subsequent estimation of spatial autocor-

relation will be biased [54].

For each location in row i, all of its j neighbors have

non-zero values of Wij (Wij = 0), its non-neighbors k have

zero values of Wik (Wik = 0), and its location i will not be a

neighbor of itself (Wii = 0). Typically, the spatial weights

matrix will be row-standardized such that for each

i;
P

j Wij ¼ 1. A spatial lag variable Wy for location i can

be written as ½Wy�i ¼
P

j¼1;...N Wijyj:

There are several ways to establish spatial dependence.

One is to view spatial dependence as a binary measure of

contiguity, with a value of 1 if the two locations are

within a certain geographical distance and 0 otherwise [5,

7, 38]. An alternative approach is to view spatial depen-

dence as a continuous measure of distance between two

locations [137]. More recently, the concept of distance has

been expanded beyond physical distance to include social

distance, economic distance, cultural distance, and politi-

cal distance, for many different kinds of studies in social

science research [20]. This offers the possibility for

applying spatial analysis in research on social networks to

examine how the social distance in such networks affect

individual behaviors, as well as to explore distance

interactions and associated influences among groups of

people or firms that are involved in technology adoption.

Estimation of spatial dependence in spatial econometric

models is more complex than estimating serial depen-

dence in time-series models. First, unlike time-series data

in which serial dependence is uni-dimensional, spatial

dependence is multidimensional. Second, the error terms

for neighboring locations exhibit simultaneous depen-

dence [54].10

4.3 Spatial panel data models

In panel data, when a dependent variable y is available for

i = {1, …, N} at time t = {1, …, T}, spatial effects can be

introduced over time and across space as well as joint space–

time [10]. For example, in the context of firm technology

adoption decision-making, one firm’s influence on other

firms’ decisions may depend on and vary with its position in

a supply chain, its success with technology implementation,

10 In the case of the spatial lag model, ordinary least squares (OLS)

estimates are biased and inconsistent [5]. So estimation of the spatial

lag model needs to be done via maximum likelihood or through the use

of instrumental variables. The spatial error model can be estimated via

maximum likelihood. The model with both a spatially-lagged depen-

dent variable and spatial dependence in the error term is complicated to

estimate, and thus this model is rarely used in practice.
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and its perceived technological leadership over time. Ans-

elin [7] and Anselin et al. [10] classified spatial dependen-

cies in panel data models into four types: pure space

recursive model, time–space recursive model, time–space

simultaneous model, and time–space dynamic model.

In the pure space recursive model, the dependence is

associated with neighboring locations in a previous period:

yit ¼ c½Wyt�1� þ bXit þ eit ðpure space recursive modelÞ

where c is the space–time autoregressive parameter,

[Wyt-1]i is an N 9 1 spatial lag vector applied to the

dependent variable at time t - 1, b is the regression

parameter, the vector X contains explanatory variables and

eit represents the error terms. This model is appropriate to

examine spatial diffusion because it allows one period for

spatial dependence to take effect. It may be especially useful

for understanding issues that arise in location-based services

for mobile phones, where there is a need for explanatory or

predictive modeling of a potential consumer’s location so

they can acquire services that are advertised via location-

based mobile phone applications [119].

In the time–space recursive model, the spatial

dependence is based on the observation’s own location

from the previous period and the neighbors in the pre-

vious period:

yit ¼ uyi;t�1 þ c½Wyt�1�i þ bXit þ eit

ðtime-space recursive modelÞ

where / is the serial (time) autoregressive parameter and

other variables have the same meanings as in the pure space

recursive model discussed earlier. This model is useful to

forecast spatially-correlated data across time [66]. A

potential application for IS research on technology adoption

is for how a firm’s effort to gain acceptance of its technology

products in a new market is influenced by its past efforts in

specific locations to develop customers who also have

locations in the newly-targeted region for the firm’s mar-

keting efforts. This makes the idea of neighbors relevant.

In the time–space simultaneous model, the spatial

dependence includes the observation’s own location from

the previous period and the neighbors from the same period:

yit ¼ uyi;t�1 þ q½Wyt�i þ bXit þ eit

ðtime-space simultaneous modelÞ

where q is the contemporaneous spatial autoregressive

parameter, [Wyt]i is an N 9 1 spatial lag vector applied to

Fig. 2 A tree diagram of spatial models
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the dependent variable at time t, and the other parameters

and variables have the same meanings as in the time–space

recursive model. Similar to our description of an applicable

setting for the time–space recursive model, the time–space

simultaneous model can be applied when there is a

simultaneous effort on the part of the firm to sell technol-

ogy-based products in different geographical markets.

Then there might be possible contagion effects between the

locations of multi-establishment firms.

In the time–space dynamic model, the spatial depen-

dence arises from three sources: (1) the observation’s own

location from the previous period, (2) the neighbors of the

observation in the same period, and (3) the neighbors of the

observation from the previous period:

yit ¼ uyi;t�1 þ q½Wyt�i þ c½Wyt�1�i þ bXit þ eit

ðtime - space dynamic modelÞ

where all the parameters and variables have the same

meaning as discussed in the previous three models.11 This

is applicable to study standards migration from a previous

generation to a new generation of a technology. It gauges

the extent of influence from previous and current genera-

tions of technology providers.

4.4 Spatial discrete choice models

Spatial models that deal with discrete dependent variables

such as binary and count variables have received little

attention in the literature because they require complex

estimation methods [6]. We will limit our discussion to

spatial probit models. Their estimation techniques, com-

pared to other discrete choice models, have been more

broadly developed and discussed by a number of

researchers [37, 62, 137].

The binary discrete choice probit model with no spatial

dependence element is specified as:

y�i ¼ bXi þ ei ðbinary discrete choice probit modelÞ

where yi* is an unobserved latent variable, b is estimated

parameters, X is a vector of explanatory variables, and e is

an error term with zero mean and r2 homoskedastic vari-

ance. The latent variable can be represented in the form of

an observed variable as yi = 1 if y* C 0, and yi = 0

otherwise.

Similar to the cross-sectional and panel data models,

spatial dependence can be added to the probit model

through a spatial weight matrix and a spatial lag dependent

variable, as follows:

y�i ¼ qWð1Þij yþ bXi þ li ðspatial probit lag modelÞ

li ¼ cWð2Þijlij þ ei ðspatial probit error modelÞ

Here, W(1) is a spatial weight matrix for the spatial lag

dependent variable, q is a vector of spatial autoregressive

parameters, b is a vector of estimated parameters, X is a

vector of explanatory variables, and l is an error term in

the spatial lag probit model. In addition, W(2) is a spatial

weight matrix for the error term, and e is an error term that

has zero mean and r2 variance.12

These kinds of models may be interesting to apply in

technology adoption and business model selection research

that involves identifying the number of times that con-

sumer or firm adoption or firm choices of different kinds of

business models occur. For example, a binary discrete

choice probit model without spatial dependence is appro-

priate when we emphasize the observation of consumer or

firm decisions only, and there is no consideration of the

role of distance in how the explanatory factors influence

the outcomes. The latent variables might include available

but unobservable budgets for technology spending, or the

presence of experienced senior managers who are espe-

cially influential in the observed outcomes.

When we further consider the possibility of spatial

dependence, these models open up additional means to

understand how distance from some influential factor (e.g.,

distance away from the company’s sales and service repre-

sentative or branch office, or the conceptual distance in the

context of the application from the intended use of the

technology, etc.) affects the outcome that is being analyzed.

An application of the spatial probit lag model could evaluate

the extent to which spending on organizational learning

about a specific technology influences adoption of the tech-

nology in other functional areas of an organization, or in a

multi-establishment organization, across different individ-

ual establishment locations in different geographic areas.

Tying the spatial probit error model to the spatial probit lag

model is also attractive, since it makes sense that errors in

estimation might be driven by distance and location.13

11 Similar to the cross-sectional spatial models, the estimation of

spatial panel models can be performed using maximum likelihood, or

instrumental variables and the generalized method of moments

(GMM) approaches [10].

12 Note that, similar to cross-sectional spatial models, constraining

the spatial parameters results in three different models. Setting q = 0

and c = 0 results in the mixed spatial lag and error model. Setting c
= 0 permits estimating the spatial probit lag model only, while setting

q = 0 is for estimating the spatial error lag model.
13 The spatial probit model is known to be complex to estimate,

however. This is because the joint probabilities in the likelihood

function of this model are multi-dimensional multivariate normal

probabilities [7]. Four techniques to estimate spatial probit models

are: (1) the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm, (2) the GMM

approach, (3) the Gibbs sampling approach, and (4) the recursive

importance sampling approach. The EM algorithm uses a two-step

process, an expectation step and a maximization step, to estimate the

expected likelihood function of the latent model. Pinkse and Slade

[137] develop a GMM approach to assess spatial error correlation in a
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4.5 Relevant prior literature

Anselin et al. [9] surveyed applications in economics and

found that spatial econometrics became widely applied in

the mainstream literature after 1995. Some areas in eco-

nomics that have used spatial methods are regional and

international economics [12, 13], labor economics [61,

121], and agglomeration economics [44]. Spatial methods

have been increasingly applied in political science [41, 67]

and sociology [129, 148]. We have yet to see meaningful

applications of these methods in IS and e-commerce

research, although such applications are likely to emerge as

location-based systems become more widespread, and the

location-dependent analysis of the capabilities they offer

become the subject of greater analytical interest as new

data sets become available from practice.14

Anselin et al. [10] suggested that the recent growth in the

application of spatial econometrics in social science can be

attributed to: (1) new interest in spatial and social interac-

tions across these fields, (2) development of new methods for

spatial econometrics, including spatial discrete choice

models, and nonparametric and Bayesian estimation

approaches, and (3) the wider availability of software tools.15

Next, we will discuss selected studies that apply spatial

analysis methods to study IS related problems (see

Table 5).

Albuquerque et al. [1] and Choi et al. [42] are among

only a few authors who have used spatial models to study

IS related topics. Albuquerque et al. [1] investigated the

contagion effects in global diffusion of quality and envi-

ronmental management systems standards, including the

ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 series. They argue that, in

addition to country-specific covariates, a global diffusion

process of these standards innovations is also influenced by

cross-country influence via geographic proximity, trade

connections, and cultural similarity between countries.

Their results suggest that cross-country influence is salient

in ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 global diffusion. While geo-

graphic proximity is an important mechanism in both

standards, bilateral trade relations is another significant

driver in the diffusion of ISO 9000, while cultural simi-

larity is important in the case of ISO 14000. Choi et al. [42]

studied imitation behaviors in consumer demand for

Internet retailers. They hypothesize that consumer imita-

tion behaviors are derived from geographic proximity and

demographic similarity. Their results suggest that, early on,

proximity is a strong driver of demand but similarity

becomes more salient over time.

5 Count data methods for the study of event

frequencies

We next will consider the capabilities of the family of

models that restricts the dependent variable to non-negative

integer values: the count data models [131, 159]. These are

useful for handling empirical estimation problems in IS

research when we wish to evaluate the number of occur-

rences (e.g., managers deciding to adopt a technology in

their business process, or firms joining a technology-related

standards organization) over some period of time.16

5.1 Count data methods: key concepts, information

structures and models

Count data models are specified in a way that takes into

account the relationship between the mean and variance of

Table 5 Representative IS studies that examine spatial effects

IS core

research area

Study Methods used

IT and

organizations

Albuquerque et al. [1]: contagion effects in a

global diffusion of standard innovations

Measure cross-country influence through neighborliness on geography, trade

and culture and use a spatial error model to estimate a spatial

autoregressive coefficient

IT and markets Choi et al. [42]: imitation effects in the

dynamics of demand at an Internet retailer

Measure imitation effects based on proximity and similarity and use a

Bayesian spatiotemporal Poisson model to estimate coefficients

Footnote 13 continued

spatial discrete model. Lesage [116] proposes the Bayesian spatial

discrete choice methods that uses Gibbs sampling approach to solve a

spatial model based on a latent continuous variable. Finally, the

recursive importance sampling approach estimator proposed by Beron

and Vijverberg [24] uses simulation to estimate the multivariate

normal probability function.
14 We provide a brief summary of other interdisciplinary applications

of spatial analysis methods in Appendix 2. For a review of the

application of spatial analysis methods in regional economic and

social science, see Anselin [6], Anselin et al. [9], Anselin [8], and

Goodchild et al. [69].
15 These include SpaceStat, S? SpatialStats, GeoDa, PySpace, the

Spatial Econometrics Toolbox for MATLAB, R and STATA, and

GeoBUGS (for geographical Bayesian inference using the Gibbs

sampler).

16 Similar to the other empirical modeling approaches that we have

discussed, there is plentiful software support for count data modeling.

See Cameron and Trivedi [35] for Gauss, Limdep and Stata; Liu and

Cela [118] for SAS; Venables and Ripley [163] for S, now Spotfire

S?; and Zeilis et al. [175] for R.
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the distribution that is used to characterize the dependent

variable. The starting point typically involves a model that

uses the Poisson distribution, f (y|k) = (kye-k)/y!, to repre-

sent the number of occurrences of some targeted events of

interest [169]. It is possible to use this distribution to estimate

the number of occurrences j of the target event in terms of the

dependent variable y taking on some value in {0, 1, …} based

on Prob[y = j] = (kje-k)/j! [35]. Poisson regression models

are specified in a way that permits an analyst to evaluate the

marginal effects of a vector of explanatory variables that are

specified in the form of an exponential function, so that

[Yi = yi|xi] = ki = e exp(b0xi). This is the mean function,

which can be estimated by maximum likelihood estimation

methods [22, 35]. The individual marginal effects are often

stated in terms of the likelihood of observing a given number

of events per unit time, which is somewhat different from

logistic regression. A key assumption of Poisson regression

is that the events to be estimated are independent of one

another. An example is the number of IT job applications

received by a bank’s human resources function during the

year, or the arrival of phone calls at a technology help desk

that advises callers on questions they may have. By the same

token, there may be other factors present in these settings that

affect the number of events that occur per unit time. Rising

unemployment in the economy may cause people to file more

job applications, and people who are about to retire may be

more likely to inquire about the current status of their life

insurance coverage on behalf of their families.

A well-known result in the literature on Poisson regres-

sion is that E(y) = Var(y), but this also is its greatest limi-

tation, since few count data phenomena in the real world

exhibit equal means and variances in the underlying distri-

butions of the dependent variable [32]. A common adjust-

ment is to modify Poisson regression so that it can

accommodate the estimation of the rate of some type of

count events per unit time as a ratio of the unit’s relative

exposure. An example is bugs in a software application per

component used, relative to the number of components in all

the firm’s applications, if it is possible to confirm that the

distribution of bug counts meets the Poisson model’s

requirements. Similar analogies are possible for the adoption

of technology in a firm’s territorial customer bases relative

to the number of sales professionals in its sales regions.

Count data models are estimated by specifying the

relationship between the mean and the variance of the

counts, and then making adjustments for other issues that

arise, including over-representation of zero-valued counts,

as well as different structures for time-series and panel data

[34, 35]. For the present discussion, we classify the count

data models in the following way: (1) the Poisson equidi-

spersed model; (2) the Poisson overdispersed and Poisson

underdispersed models that reflect Var(y) [ E(y) and

Var(y) \ E(y); and (3) other advanced models that treat the

issues that we mentioned above. Figure 3 shows the tree

diagram of count data modeling methods.

5.2 Understanding count dispersion and its related

modeling variants

To begin the discussion of the different empirical modeling

approaches and their applications, we first consider the

issue of the dispersion of the mean and the variance of the

counts per unit time, and why this will affect the user’s

choice of appropriate models to apply.

5.2.1 Poisson regression model issues

Recent research has suggested a number of reasons for

Poisson overdispersion (or more simply, overdispersion),

in which the variance of the counts is greater than its mean

[21, 22]. This occurs as a problem with statistical estima-

tion because the estimated values of the parameters will

tend to be greater than would be predicted based on the use

of the Poisson distribution for the observed event counts.

This also means that the standard errors of the parameter

estimates from the model are underestimated.

One source of the problem arises from what Berk [21]

refers to as incorrect functional forms. This occurs when

there is a mismatch between the observed relationship

between an explanatory variable and the event counts of

interest, but a different functional form is applied to specify

the relationship between them in the estimation model.

This will cause the estimated parameter values to be more

dispersed than they should be due to the analyst’s intro-

duction of a systematic error in the model. This apparent

overdispersion is correctible [85].

Another problem arises with omitted variables that may

affect the capacity of the model to generate appropriate

estimates for the key parameters of interest. In the example

of arrivals per unit time of calls to a technology help desk,

we might model counts conditional on the caller’s age,

with older callers being more likely to call with questions.

Their behavior might be further motivated by their expe-

rience with IT. This is fixed subject heterogeneity [22].

Another possibility is that age-related call-in behavior

that is modified by a person’s IT experience may be further

stochastically affected by the access a caller has to young

people who are technology-literate, for example, their vis-

iting children or their friends. Depending on who is around,

for example, visits from tech-savvy children during the

weekends or holiday season, may affect the need for an older

person to call into the help desk. This is called stochastic

subject heterogeneity [22, 72]. A final issue is that groups or

clusters of potential help desk callers may have purchased

extended warranty and maintenance contracts for the com-

puter or electronics equipment that they have, which would
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cause dependence within counts [22, 168]. In this case, the

impact would be underdispersion in the Poisson model’s

parameter estimates, since fewer people than might other-

wise be expected to call the help center would actually do so.

A reminder letter to the warranty policy or maintenance

contract holder would produce the opposite result; their call-

ins might be over-represented per unit time, if they are

encouraged by their vendors to do preventive maintenance.

Other examples of situations exist in the literature where

it is appropriate to make some kind of adjustment to reflect

the larger number of zeros in the underlying distribution of

counts that is observed. A classic example is in the work of

Gupta et al. [77], who developed a zero-adjusted general-

ized Poisson distribution to support the estimation of the

seasonal number of death notices of women over 80 years

old reported during three consecutive years in the London

Times. Overall, when these situations can be identified in a

data set, the correct decision is to recognize up front that

Poisson regression based on the equidispersion assumption

will produce incorrect estimates. Thus, it’s necessary to

make adjustments.

5.2.2 Models that treat overdispersion

and underdispersion

As a result of these problems, statisticians often recom-

mend assessing whether the equidispersion assumption is

appropriate through a variety of different statistical tests

[33, 34, 55]. These include the Wald test, likelihood ratio

test, score test and bootstrap test, among others [82, 173].

When overdispersion, Var(y) [ E(y), or underdispersion,

Var(y) \ E(y), is present, it is typical to use other models

which make it possible to handle these issues appropriately.

The negative binomial and geometric model. This

incorporates a free parameter to estimate a model with

more accurate standard errors and a distribution that

characterizes the dependent variable counts as being more

dispersed than in the Poisson model. The free parameter

permits the mean and variance of the dependent variable to

be different. It shares an interesting conceptual basis with

the binomial model, which handles situations in which the

number of trials describing the occurrence of some event

of interest (and often referred to as success or failure, as a

result) is fixed. The key basis lies in the use of the prob-

abilities p and 1 - p for success and failure—or the

occurrence or non-occurrence of technology adoption at

some point in time, for example. This might include stu-

dents sitting for a Ph.D. qualifying exam who have success

or failure out of some fixed number of students taking the

exam. Another possibility is the number of relationship

development meetings with potential non-members of a

standards organization that need to be conducted to yield

some targeted number of members to grow the organiza-

tion. In both cases, count data are the focus of the

Fig. 3 A tree diagram of count data models
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dependent variables, however, only in the case of the

negative binomial model requires estimates of the number

of students or races needed to reach some criterion num-

bers of successful performance. The binomial model, as the

binomial distribution in statistics suggests, works on the

basis of a fixed number of trials to evaluate how many

students or members will succeed.

The technical approach to estimation of the negative

binomial model involves introducing a gamma distribution

with mean E[y] = ab and variance Var[y] = ab2, and a

probability density function of Prob½k� ¼ 1
baCðaÞ k

a�1
� ��k=b

with k[ 0, and 0 otherwise. The negative binomial dis-

tribution is Prob½Yi ¼ yj� ¼ CðaþyiÞ
CðaÞyi!

b
1þb

� �yi
1

1þb

� �a
for

y = {0, 1, …} [35, 85, 169]. The typical application of

negative binomial regression involves an offset variable to

transform the counts per unit time form of the dependent

variable into an exposure-normalized form. The offset var-

iable’s value is constrained to be 1, so that all of the

regressors act as marginal effects on the rates of occurrence,

rather than on counts of occurrences [120].17 This is useful in

many technology adoption contexts, where it is possible to

observe different absolute levels of occurrences. These

include the adoption of social network software in urban

areas versus rural areas, or the number of firms joining an

XML standards industry in the air travel and related services

industry, where the competition is oligopolistic, versus the

hospitality industry, where the competition involves smaller

and somewhat less powerful firms to a greater degree.

The hurdle regression model. Hurdle regression is an

alternative that may be used in circumstances where the

equidispersion assumption of the Poisson model cannot be

justified, based on what an analyst knows about the data

they are using and the research context they are studying

[46]. Models in this family of regression share two com-

mon features: (1) one component of the model explains or

predicts whether the targeted behavior is observed, for

example, occurrence, failure or adoption; and (2) the other

component explains or predicts the frequency of occur-

rence. Similar to Cameron and Trivedi [34], we can refer to

each of these outcomes more formally as being the result of

two functions f1(yi|Xi) with regressors X1i and parameters

a1 and b1, and f2 (yi|Xi) with regressors X2i and parameters

a2 and b2. These expressions allow the probability of

obtaining a zero value for the count variable yi to be written

as f1 [yi = 0|Xi], and the probability of obtaining a positive

value of 1, 2, …, etc. for the count variable yi to be written

as
1�f1ð0jXiÞ
1�f2ð0jXiÞ f2ðyijXiÞ. By combining these two components,

hurdle regression permits the analyst to deal with the over-

dispersion that arises from the possibility of a high fre-

quency of zero values of the count variable, in which the

targeted behavior is not observed at all, and positive values

of non-zero values, which may be observed somewhat rarely

[138]. There are many application contexts for this

approach. They include: vacation travel destinations selec-

tion, and the subsequent choices of vacation activities that

are made [3]; the utilization of MedicAid coverage [79];

travel to outdoor recreation sites [151]; and recreational

demand for bass fishing [28]. Some examples that apply to

IS research include: IT services vendor selection, and the

related choices of specific service modules that are con-

tracted for; the purchase of insurance coverage for computer

hardware failures; the modeling of firm-to-firm alliances in

the B2B software services markets; and consumer choices to

purchase and then upgrade a variety of hand-held devices,

including cell phones, MP3 players, and e-readers.

Latent class count data models. This kind of count data

model is useful when there are unobservable classes or

groups of observations that have some tie-in with the

observation of the dependent variables in count data form.

This is called latent heterogeneity [73]. We might

encounter this kind of problem in an empirical count data

model of the occurrence of information security breaches,

for example. In this kind of setting, there might be

underlying behavior involving adverse selection or moral

hazard in the firm’s choices of IT investments and business

process adjustments. This may affect the extent to which

managers are careful not to allow the kinds of events to

occur that result in security breaches. The idea is that there

will be unobservable classes of firms whose unobservable

behavior will determine the relative frequency of problems

with their information security. Winkelmann [169] notes

that when the heterogeneity is unobservable to the analyst

and cannot be tied to a specific group, it is appropriate to

refer to the sources as latent classes. For additional

17 Greene [72] showed that it is possible to create overdispersion in

the negative binomial model. This is because it goes beyond the

Poisson model’s representation. It uses a noisy form of the mean

function which permits a larger number of zero values for the

dependent variable that are predicted. Berk and McDonald [22]

caution us about the use of this model, and provide four implications

for estimation practice. First, they note that it is critical to specify the

full set of explanatory variables for negative binomial regression

model estimation, along with an appropriate functional form for the

mean value function, similar to the Poisson regression model. Failure

to do so creates the omitted variables problem and introduces

systematic bias in the estimation results. Second, if the theoretical

arguments and knowledge of the empirical regularities of data fail to

match the various assumptions of the models, and cause an analyst to

lack confidence that the systematic part of the model that is being

used is right, then it may not be a good idea to use these models at all.

Berk [21] suggests a fallback position involving what he called a

descriptive data analysis. Third, even though an analyst may be

confident that the systematic part of the model is right, there still is no

guarantee that the usual tests of statistical inference are going to be

right also. Fourth, though the author suggests the negative binomial

model as a workaround, he still reminds us that it may be a stretch to

trust the more attractive p-values that the negative binomial produces.
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background, the interested reader should see Wedel et al.

[166], who explore the specification of finite mixture

models that deal with latent classes, by capturing the

unobserved heterogeneity with a model intercept and the

coefficients of the explanatory variables.

5.2.3 Advanced models

We next discuss some other more advanced models, some

of which are motivated by our discussion of the different

handling that is required by data that involve zero-inflated

dependent variables, as well as the possibility of random

effects and endogenous regressors, and finally new devel-

opments with Bayesian extensions. The interested reader

should see the works of Winkelmann and Zimmermann

[171] and Trivedi and Munkin [160] for further orientation

to the literature.

Zero-inflated and zero-truncated models. Zero-inflated

count data models are useful to permit an analyst to represent

situations where there are many instances in which some-

thing is modeled but for which nothing at all often is

observed to occur. For example: some people don’t leave

their jobs among those who separate from the firm; many

systems don’t fail while some do; many e-commerce com-

panies continue to operate while a few go bankrupt; and

there are many individuals who have not adopted social

networking software while many others do. Zero-inflated

count data models, introduced by Lambert [112], typically

consist of two parts. Such models represent zero counts with

a binary function, as well as with a count process. The binary

outcome is estimated with a logit or a probit model com-

ponent, while the count process is estimated with a Poisson

or negative binomial regression model component. The

mixture of these functions occurs in the log likelihood

function for estimation. A more detailed treatment of this

empirical modeling approach is available in Hilbe [85],

which is also an excellent source that is oriented to estima-

tion practice for negative binomial regression.

The Poisson and negative binomial models are often

used to model instances when the dependent variable is

in integer form, but there are no zeros observed [75, 107,

115, 164].18 Instances like this can be studied related to

the number of songs that music lovers download from

among the music offerings on various streaming music

Websites, such as Grooveshark (listen.grooveshark.com)

Last.fm (www.last.fm), Spotify (www.spotify.com) and

Maestro (www.maestro.fm). Another example is the number

of software applications or digital entertainment goods

downloads that consumers make, up until they stop using the

service or fail to pay service renewal fees. The requirement

might be that a consumer downloads at least one software

application or one movie at least one time, as a basis for

studying the behavior of consumers.

Other advanced models. Models based on Lambert’s

[112] specification have been introduced to deal with a

variety of other estimation settings. They include negative

binomial regression with fixed effects [2, 84], zero-inflated

Poisson and negative binomial regression models with

random effects [81], semiparametric estimation of zero-

inflated count data regression models [80], and seemingly-

unrelated negative binomial regression [170], among

others. The latter is analogous to seemingly unrelated

regression, when there is the possibility of correlated error

terms. Other developments have made it possible to deal

with more complex issues, including panel count data

[92, 93, 97], times-series count data [96], and endogenous

regressors [29, 36, 167].19

Bayesian approaches. The capabilities of present-day

computers and software tools make it possible to analyze

a range of Bayesian count data models that are increas-

ingly powerful and sophisticated. We will focus on a

number of approaches that go beyond the standard

Bayesian analysis of the Poisson regression model. In

Bayesian statistical analysis, the typical approach is to

build a posterior mean for the effects of the independent

variables that is based on the prior mean and the current

sample mean, with the latter weighted for the number of

available current observations. The literature has provided

estimation methods for a number of useful empirical

models. One is the analysis of a Bayesian semiparametric

zero-inflated Poisson regression for longitudinal count

data with non-linear effects of continuous-valued explan-

atory variables [49]. Another is motivated by the analysis

of settings in which the observation of one kind of event

(e.g., reported criminal assaults in a city) is partly

dependent on the occurrence of another kind of event that

occurs earlier (e.g., the base rate of crime in the city)

18 Such models don’t properly capture the structure of the empirical

estimation problem, however; there is no assumption with these

models that there will be no zeros observed [85]. Instead, it is

necessary and logically consistent to eliminate the possibility that any

zeros are estimated at all, by adjusting the requirements of the

underlying distribution of the observed counts. The approach used

involves the application of zero-truncated Poisson models and zero-

truncated negative binomial models [35, 169].

19 Similar to some of the other models that we have discussed, count

data models that have an excess number of zeros have also been

studied in terms of their robustness and estimation capabilities. For

example, there is a score test to evaluate zero inflation in the presence

of correlated count data [172]. There is also a test to evaluate the

extent to which non-zero count values of the dependent variable are

overdispersed in a zero-inflated Poisson mixed regression model

[172]. The motivation for this test and model arises in contexts of

computer operations that have many small intra-day network service

problems, but also major network outages of longer duration. There

are other kinds of robustness checks that can be applied that will be

useful for research on IT, e-commerce and technology adoption.
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[128]. This provides a natural hierarchical structure for

Bayesian analysis and updating of a prior distribution to a

posterior distribution as new information on current

crimes emerges.

Another estimation problem that is treated with these

methods involves the analysis of low-count time-series

data (e.g., in low-demand product inventory management)

[126]. In this case, it is necessary to provide the initial

value of the count variable, and then to compute posterior

values for all past time periods, with the intention to pro-

duce predictive distributions for the counts in a series of

forecast periods [174]. Other research has explored the

specification of parametric and nonparametric Bayesian

versions of count data models as a means to evaluate which

approach is more effective in making posterior inferences

from the available data [110]. Bayesian nonparametric

count data estimation, the authors argue, incorporates

realistic uncertainty right from the start, and in this way,

permits the data to speak on their own in the development

of an alternative reading to the information that a para-

metric model provides.20 This is a useful observation for IS

researchers, since empirical modeling must balance theory

with knowledge of measurement and data from the applied

setting.

5.3 Relevant prior literature

We briefly summarize some applications of count data

methods in other disciplines in ‘‘Appendix 3’’. There have

been few applications of count data modeling to business

problems in the technology adoption, IS and e-commerce

areas (see Table 6).

One area where count data model have been applied by

IS researchers is in the study of corporate alliances

between business-to-business software vendors. Software

vendors benefit tremendously from taking on partners for

all kinds of different reasons to improve their services in

the market—a process that Dai and Kauffman [50] have

referred to as ‘‘partnering for perfection.’’ The business

problem that they have studied involves explaining the

number of alliance partners that a B2B software firm takes

on, based on the strategy it is pursuing to be successful in

the marketplace. Since the development of alliances

between firms is infrequent, Dai and Kauffman [51]

modeled this process in terms of a negative binomial

distribution of alliance events in count data model esti-

mation. Their approach is intended to reflect the empirical

regularity in the market that indicates most firms have

none or one alliance partners, and beyond that, relatively

few have many more. This kind of modeling logic applies

in many other IT-related settings. For example, at the

business process level in B2B e-procurement, Clemons

et al. [43] proposed a move-to-the-middle theory to indi-

cate that firms balance interorganizational relationship risk

mitigation with the benefits of market-based procurement

to obtain the best prices. Others have proposed different

interpretations, including risk-augmented assessments that

can explain why their might be even fewer partners [100],

all the way to unified procurement, in which other process

integration and standards considerations may reduce the

number of procurement partners of the firm to just one or

two [103]. All these theories can be tested with count data

models specified to capture the nature of the firm-to-firm

procurement contracts, including their frequencies of

change.

Another important emerging stream of literature that can

benefit from the use of advanced count data methods is

mechanism design for electronic auctions. Of interest is to

gauge the shifting dynamics of market demand based on

the observed patterns of participating bidders bidding

behavior. Several related articles by Russo et al. [146] and

Shmueli et al. [150] have studied these issues, and have

proposed a new approach to analyze bidder arrivals in

terms of a process involving bid arrivals in stages

(BARISTA). It’s common in the literature on auction bid

arrivals to conceptualize bid arrivals much more simply as

a Poisson process. Prior research has suggested that this

may be a little too extreme a characterization of the process

though, due to evidence of last-minute manual bidding, as

well as automated bid sniping. In addition, the authors have

noted that there is reason to believe, based on examination

of real-world data from eBay auctions, that the intensity of

bidding tends to vary over time. So research that goes

beyond the standard distributional assumption of Poisson

arrivals, and supports the use of a family of distribution

Table 6 Representative IS studies involving count data modeling

methods

IS core

research area

Study Methods used

IT and

organizations

Dai and

Kauffman

[50, 51]

Use Poisson regression to

identify the number of

alliances B2B software

services firms make

IT and markets Russo et al. [146],

Shmueli et al.

[150]

Study bid arrival counts in an

online auction setting

modeled with a new bid
arrivals in stages
(BARISTA) process

20 The authors point out that the Bayesian nonparametric approach is

more effective in fitting the data of the study, and that this is partly

due to the fact that an initial parametric model cannot be specified

easily based on the data that it estimates. Nevertheless, some

specification iteration is to be expected when the analyst identifies the

defects of the parametric model that prompt its re-specification.
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functions that can capture the ebb and flow of bidding in

real-time markets offers an excellent basis for improving

our knowledge of electronic auction and consumer bidding

behavior.21

6 Conclusion

We have sought to highlight three areas of empirical

modeling methods that allow IS researchers to conceptu-

alize and analyze events from three perspectives. Event

history methods offer opportunities to analyze occurrence

of events and hazards of events. Spatial analysis methods

allow researchers to conceptualize events as they relate to

each other in study units. Finally, count data methods

permit IS researchers to examine frequency of events and

factors that influence them. These methods are especially

relevant for the study of technology adoption and diffu-

sion, because the related issues often involve how long it

takes for technology to be adopted, what forces are played

by different regional and geographic factors, and how

frequently adoption and the related consumer and mana-

gerial behavior occur. Our coverage of the applications

literature for the methods was intended to illustrate the

different approaches, research settings and analysis per-

spectives that can be adapted for study in ways that will

support contributions of new knowledge in the IS disci-

pline. Table 7 provides a number of answers to the initial

set of research questions that we asked at the outset of this

article.

We offer the following advice to researchers who would

like to use these methods: (1) To gain appropriate back-

ground, it is beneficial to take time to learn about the

contents of survival analysis courses that are offered by

researchers whose emphasis is on biostatistics. The esti-

mation structures and settings that they explore for medical

and public health problems are suggestive of the kinds of

analysis that IS researchers can apply to a range of prob-

lems that are of interest. (2) In addition to courses that are

taught by statisticians and econometricians in their

departments, it may be appropriate to seek out sources of

knowledge from regional science, geography and public

health to learn about the methods of spatial statistics. This

seems to be the least known and most rapidly developing

one, and so spending time with developing an under-

standing of the methods now will be especially beneficial.

(3) The literature on count data modeling is spread across

labor economics, criminology and sociology, ecology and

the life sciences, and medicine and public health. Most

course sequences in econometrics and statistics spend rel-

atively little time on count data modeling: they view it as

an advanced topic. Appropriate background and training in

these methods often does not come from traditional sources

for doctoral training in statistics.

There are currently just a handful of active researchers

in IS and e-commerce who are using these approaches.

Even those who have pursued the study of technology

adoption-related issues have only scratched the surface of

what can be done. As knowledge of these areas of

methodology expands, we expect many new and innova-

tive empirical research designs to emerge, and be

accompanied by increasingly insightful and in-depth

findings that describe empirical regularities that have not

been recognized to date, and that permit us to test theory

and explore empirical regularities in innovative and

effective ways.
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Appendix 1: Interdisciplinary studies illustrating

the application of event history methods

We offer a brief summary of additional studies in a number

of disciplines beyond IS that illustrate broad applications of

event history methods. There are many other applications

of event history methods in marketing, human resources

and labor economics, and economics that can guide future

efforts (see Table 8). A number of articles are worthwhile

to briefly discuss for their use of event history methods,

since they illustrate the kinds of applications of the mod-

eling and methodological ideas that seem as though they

will be most actionable.

Marketing

Marketing researchers have used event history methods to

examine the adoption of new product and technology

innovations [52, 153], a consumer’s decisions to replace an

existing durable product [141], the loss of customers by

companies [30, 83, 162], and a consumer’s repeat product

purchase decisions [99, 123]. The Cox proportional hazards

model has been the most often used method, since it allows

researchers to examine the factors that affect the

21 This has many applications in e-market settings, including in

online group-buying Web sites such as Woot! (www.woot.com),

DailyDeal (www.dailydeal.com), and ShuangTuan (www.shuangtuan.

com) in China, and for social couponing services, including Groupon

(www.groupon.com) and its joint venture with TenCent (www. ten-

cent.com) in China called GaoPeng (www.gaopeng.com), as well as

LivingSocial (www.livingsocial.com).
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underlying failure process that leads to the occurrence of

the events. In addition, researchers have used parametric

analysis, AFT models, frailty models and Bayesian survival

analysis. Using these survival analysis techniques, IS and

e-commerce researchers can investigate technology adop-

tion by individuals and organizations, the decision to dis-

continue using a technology or to replace it with a newer

technology, the duration of outsourcing contracts, and the

duration a software application remains on the most pop-

ular software list on Download.com.

Human resources and labor economics

Researchers have used survival analysis to examine

employee turnover [86, 130, 158], the decision to quit on

the part of employees and managers [117], and the duration

Table 7 Summary of perspectives provided on the key research questions in this article

Research questions Perspectives offered

What kinds of IS research problems in empirical research are

appropriate for the event history, spatial analysis, and count
data methods?

These methods can treat the range of IS research problems that the

discipline studies, when the number, frequency and timing of events are of

interest, and when there are issues with respect to spatial effects in the

production of the observed outcomes. We argued that the applicability is

broad, including the five core areas of IS research. These include (1) IT

and development; (2) IT and individuals; (3) IT and groups; (4) IT and

organizations; and (5) IT and markets.

How should researchers conceptualize and empirically

operationalize events in these three methods?

To do this, it is necessary for IS researchers to understand the kinds of

empirical settings that these models are able to best represent. Event

history methods focus on the duration to an event, the timing of an event,

or the relationships in time among events. The models are able to provide

powerful means to make predictions and establish theoretical

explanations. For spatial analysis methods, the emphasis shifts to focus on

explaining variance in the dependent variable through the analysis and

estimation of spatial variations and spatial dependencies. There is no

requirement with these models that there should be an event of interest,

though it is possible. For count data models, the interest centers on

phenomena that can be characterized in terms of the number, frequency,

density or lack of related events of interest. Researchers should look for

opportunities to study rare events, and changes in the frequency or

distribution of events of interest.

How should researchers map empirical data to information

structures and modeling representations?

All of the data analysis methods that we have discussed require the

researcher to identify the details of the assumptions that the models

employ in the estimation of key relationships. The mapping of empirical

data to the information structures and modeling representations require

care to identify the key aspects of the models and to match them to the key

aspects of a given research setting. The search for an appropriate fit among

the research setting, available data and model should viewed as a process

that seeks to identify ‘‘apparently appropriate’’ methods, and then to go

through a process of iteration and refinement until just the right fit

emerges. We encourage researchers to start with simple models, whenever

possible. But getting the ‘‘right’’ solution often calls exploring the

‘‘unfamiliar ground’’ of new models, distributions, estimation algorithms

and ways of thinking about how to interpret the outcomes of innovative

statistical estimation.

What estimation modeling methods are needed to obtain

robust estimation results to support the establishment

of innovative research findings?

Nearly all of modeling approaches we have discussed offer pathways to the

creation of robust results. The appropriate process to use often requires

researchers to ‘‘know’’ their data, and to test, re-test and challenge-test

their results until they are sure that a defensible set of findings has been

established. This is similar to good practice in empirical research with any

methods that a research decides to use.

What benefits does the use of these methods offer? The main benefit of the use of these methods is to enable the researcher to

establish uniquely appropriate explanatory and predictive models for

empirical IS research settings that have more complex information

structures than is typically the case. The methods we have studied open up

a range of new directions for empirical research in IS where the

researchers wish to study event histories, spatial effects and count data

issues.
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of unemployment [11]. In addition to the Cox proportional

hazards model, this stream of research also uses recurrent

event survival analysis, since researchers often observe

multiple instances of turnover and unemployment on the

same individual. Similar research issues in the IS and

e-commerce area include IT professionals’ turnover and

duration of unemployment.

Economics

Survival analysis, especially the Cox proportional hazards

model, has been frequently used in empirical analyses of

the diffusion of new technologies [143, 147] and firm

survival [14, 88]. Parametric and semiparametric propor-

tional hazards models have been leveraged, allowing

researchers to examine the impact of a set of explanatory

variables on the adoption decisions or firm survival. These

studies provide IS and e-commerce researchers with

examples for how different survival analysis techniques

can be applied to examine the adoption and diffusion of

new technologies and survival of IT and e-commerce

firms.

Appendix 2: Interdisciplinary studies illustrating

the application of spatial analysis methods

There are also many areas of application for spatial anal-

ysis methods that occur in sociology and criminology,

political science and political economy, and trade and

economics, among others. We will cover a representative

sample of the different kinds of applications (see Table 9).

Sociology and criminology

Three studies in sociology examine neighborhood effects

in population dynamics, child development, and violence.

Morenoff and Sampson [129] looked at the effects of

homicide and ecological factors (socioeconomic disad-

vantage, ethnicity, age composition, and residential sta-

bility) on changes in the neighborhood population in

Chicago from 1970 to 1990. They tested the hypothesis that

neighborhood population change is a contagion-bearing

process, so a change in one area is likely to affect other

close-by neighborhoods. The results suggest the extent of

spatial interactions on the diffusion of violent crime and

Table 8 Representative studies from other disciplines involving event history methods

Discipline Study Event history methods used

Marketing Danaher et al. [52]: examines adoption of two successive generations of

cell phones

A proportional hazards model

Sinha and Chandrashekaran [153]: models the adoption of automated

teller machines by banks

Parametric and cure rate models with

exponential, Weibull, and logistic baseline

hazards

Raymond et al. [141]: analyzes consumer decision to replace an existing

home heating system

Parametric survival analysis

Bolton [30]: models the loss of customers by a continuous service

provider

Cox proportional hazards model

Harrison and Ansell [83]: examines factors affecting the likelihood and

timing of additional purchases by customers of a financial institution

Cox proportional hazards model

Van den Poel and Larivière [162]: models customer attrition at a financial

services company

Cox proportional hazards model

Kamakura et al. [99]: predicts cross-selling Random-coefficients split-hazard model

Manchanda et al. [123]: predicts timing of online purchases by customers

who see banner ads

Semiparametric survival analysis using

proportional hazards model

Human resources

and labor

economics

Hom and Kinicki [86]: models employee turnover Cox proportional hazards model

Mossholder et al. [130]: also models employee turnover Cox proportional hazards model

Trevor [158]: assesses voluntary employee turnover Cox proportional hazards model

Light and Omori [117]: evaluates worker quit decisions Cox proportional hazards model

Arranz and Muro [11]: predicts the recurrence of unemployment Recurrent event survival analysis

Economics Rose and Joskow [143]: models diffusion of new technologies Cox model and parametric survival analysis

using Weibull and log-logistic distributions

Saloner and Shepard [147]: models adoption of technologies with

network effects

Parametric survival analysis with Weibull

distribution

Audretsch and Mahmood [14]: predicts duration of new firm survival Cox proportional hazards model

Honjo [88]: predicts duration of new firm survival in manufacturing Cox proportional hazards models based on

age and calendar time
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population change. The higher the crime in the surrounding

neighborhood of a given area, the greater will be its pop-

ulation loss. Sampson et al. [148] used the spatial lag

model to study the spatial dynamics in social processes that

produce collective efficacy for children in Chicago area.

They found that neighborhoods benefit from being in

proximity to those that have high levels of adult-child

exchange and shared expectations for child social control.

Tolnay et al. [157] studied the lynching of African

Americans across counties in ten southern U.S. states. They

test two competing theories that might explain the spatial

dependence of lynchings. Contagion theory predicts that

lynchings in one area increase the likelihood that they will

occur in other nearby areas. Deterrence theory predicts that

the probability of such events declines when they occurred

in other areas. Their findings support the deterrence model

of spatial dependence. Similarly, IS and e-commerce

researchers can examine contagion effects in IT adoption in

different regions, the provision of outsourcing services in

neighboring cities and countries, the emergence of IT and

e-commerce firms in different cities, states, or countries, and

the migration of IT professionals in the marketplace.

Political science

Two studies look at spatial effects in war involvement and

political campaign donations. Ward and Gleditsch [165]

modeled the dependence of the likelihood of a country’s

war involvement on the war involvement of other proxi-

mate countries using an autologistic model and the MCMC

estimation method. Autologistic models have found much

use in the evaluation of Markov random field theory and

spatial correlation representations for pixel locations in

computer and robotic vision [25]. Ward and Gleditsch’s

[165] model shows good predictive ability in an out-of-

sample forecast for countries that were drawn into civil

wars and international conflicts in the 1989–1998 period.

Cho [41] estimated spatial effects in campaign donations in

the U.S. from 1980 to 1998. The results suggest that

campaign donations from Asian American contribution

networks are spatially-clustered with both spatial depen-

dence and spatial heterogeneity. This research offers

analogies for IS and e-commerce modeling, including the

spatial clustering of competition among similar business

models in a variety of industry sectors that have been major

areas of technological innovation, capital investment and

business development.

Political economy

Case et al. [38] analyzed the impact of state budgets on the

expenditures of other nearby states. Their theoretical per-

spective is based on the effects of spillovers between states

that are in close proximity or share similar economic

Table 9 Representative studies from other disciplines involving spatial analysis methods

Discipline Study Spatial analysis methods used

Sociology Morenoff and Sampson [129]: influences of

crimes on neighborhood population dynamics

Use two-stage least squares (2SLS) to create measures that capture the

spatial dependence of population change

Sampson et al. [148]: spatial dynamics in social

process relating to collective efficacy in children

Capture the spatial dependence in a multivariate model through a spatial

lag model

Tolnay et al. [157]: spatial effects of lynchings Use a three-step process to first estimate the number of lynchings in each

county given its social and economic characteristics, use the estimated

lynchings to calculate spatial effects, and finally add the spatial effects

variables to the multivariate model in the first step

Political

science

Ward and Gleditsch [165]: spatial effects in war

involvement among countries

Develop a spatial weight matrix as a binary distance-based connectivity

matrix (i.e., an entry has a value of 1 if the two states are considered

adjacent) and Incorporate the spatial effects term to a logistic model

Cho [41]: spatial effects in political campaign

donations

Determine whether spatial autocorrelation between levels of donations in

neighboring area. Estimate spatial effects using spatial lag and spatial

error models

Real estate

economics

Basu and Thibodeau [19]: spatial dependence in

housing prices

Use a spatial error model to investigate spatial autocorrelation in house

prices

Agglomeration

economics

Cohen and Paul [44]: spatial and industrial

spillovers in U.S. food manufacturing industry

Use a spatial error model to estimate spatial effects among neighboring

states

Public

economics

Case et al. [38]: fiscal policy spillovers among

U.S. states

Define neighborliness in three ways: states with common borders, states

with similar incomes, and states with similar proportions of blacks in

populations and use a mixed spatial lag and error model to estimate

spatial effects of state expenditures

Financial

economics

Novo [134]: contagion effects in 1992–1993

European currency crises

Use spatial probit models with a mixed of lag and error term to evaluate

contagion and transmission channels
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characteristics and demographic qualities. For example,

school expenditures in the Washington, DC area may have

provided the impetus for Maryland and Virginia, since they

are neighboring states, to spend more. The authors found

that state government fiscal decisions are influenced sig-

nificantly by the budgeting actions of nearby states.

Another interesting study is by Novo [134], who used a

spatial probit model to study the contagion effects among

European countries in the 1992 currency crisis. The

author’s findings confirm that problems with perceptions

about the strengths and weaknesses of currencies were

transmitted through the community’s trade channels.

Economics

Several studies in various sub-fields of economics have

investigated spatial dependence in other contexts. For

example, Basu and Thibodeau [19] examined spatial

autocorrelation in the prices of single-family properties in

Dallas, Texas between 1991 and 1993. They found that

structural characteristics (lot characteristics, neighborhood

amenities, accessibility to other locations) did not explain

all of the variation in transaction prices. Instead, there was

strong evidence of spatial autocorrelation in transaction

prices across submarkets. Cohen and Paul [44] attempted to

answer why manufacturing activities seem to concentrate

in a few regions. In particular, they examined the contri-

bution of spatial spillovers and agglomeration economies

on the performance of the food manufacturing industry in

the U.S. Their results suggest that the geographic concen-

tration of food manufacturers is motivated by cost con-

siderations from locating close to suppliers and markets.

The agglomeration of IT companies and outsourcing ser-

vice providers can also be examined using similar methods.

Appendix 3: Interdisciplinary studies illustrating

the application of count data methods

We will discuss a number of application areas of count data

methods including: transportation, criminal recidivism,

healthcare, manufacturing and factory processes, the crea-

tion of patents in research and development activities, and

labor and unemployment issues (see Table 10).

Transportation accidents

One of the well-known application areas for count data

modeling is motivated by the study of the frequency of

airline accidents and incidents, including the work of Rose

[142] and Dionne et al. [59]. The original work by Rose

[142] explores data on 16 American passenger airlines

between 1957 and 1986 that involved the incidence of

aircraft damage and human injuries and deaths. Dionne

et al.’s [59] research explored similar issues for 120

Canadian airlines during the 1976–1987 period. In both

instances, a problem arose with correlation between the

incidence of accidents and the actions of regulatory

authorities to require the airlines to implement improved

practices that were intended to diminish the likelihood of

accidents.

Chib and Winkelmann [39] examined this kind of data

using a model that represents the accident count correla-

tions using correlated latent effects. They estimate the data

based on a model with Poisson counts and latent effects

that follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution, and a

number of context-relevant covariates. The latter include:

the number of an airline’s departures, the operating margin

to gauge an airline’s profitability, the average stage length

of an airline’s city-pair routes, the airline’s cumulative

experience in terms of miles flown, and the extent to which

the airline’s flights had international components, as well

as airline firm and year fixed effects. The authors used

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, a Bayesian

simulation-based approach.

A number of interesting applications of count data

estimation models cluster in the area of vehicle accidents.

For example, Houston [91] modeled youth motorcycle

fatalities for 15 to 20-year olds from 1974 to 2004 using a

family of negative binomial regression models as a basis

for understanding the relevant explanatory factors. By

using a variety of fixed effects in their models, the authors

were able to show regional and temporal variations in the

incidence of deaths. They also were able to evaluate the

beneficial impacts of mandatory universal helmet laws

versus partial coverage helmet laws at the state level in the

U.S. The authors’ methodology and careful consideration

of estimation bias was relatively effective in how it

addressed omitted variables and unobserved heterogeneity,

even though the fixed effects modeling specification

assumed that there was temporal stability with respect to

the effects of the stratifying variables. This work offers a

useful analogy for how IS researchers might conduct

empirical studies of a spectrum of issues that arise with

respect to the incidence of customer information privacy

breaches, corporate information breaches, and a variety of

related problems that arise on the effectiveness of what

organizations do to safeguard sensitive information for

their stakeholders.

Another work in the transportation safety area is sug-

gestive of a different kind of analogy for the development

of useful research in the IS discipline based on the char-

acteristics of different technologies, applications and sys-

tems, users and adopter groups, business processes, and

business partners. Shively et al. [149] used a Bayesian

semiparametric model to evaluate the relationship between
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the characteristics of more than 7,700 two-lane rural

roadways and roadway segments, and vehicle crash counts

that occurred on them in the state of Washington in 2002.

The authors’ approach brings a set of continuous variables

into their model via unknown functional forms and a sec-

ond set of categorical variables via linear functions. They

use measures such as speed limits, average annualized

daily traffic, roadway width, degree of road curvature, and

vertical grade, among other variables, to predict the num-

ber of crashes. Their approach goes beyond prior and more

standard approaches involving panel data negative bino-

mial regression models with covariate effects that are

modeled in linear form [109, 127], incorporate random

effects [40, 111], and employ Bayesian approaches to the

estimation of the data [122]. Taken together, these different

works that extend the negative binomial regression model’s

assumptions and estimation approach offer a useful road-

map for the application of these methods in IS research

involving such issues as the occurrence of defects related to

the characteristics of software applications, development

teams, project development tools and organizational

environments.

Public transportation

Another area of study that IS researchers can learn from the

application of count data modeling approaches is in the

area of public transportation. This area has become

increasingly important as oil and energy resource prices

have steadily risen, reflecting the need for greater aware-

ness of business policies that emphasize resource sustain-

ability. Research that demonstrates the application of

Table 10 Representative studies from other disciplines involving count data methods

Discipline Study Count data model used

Transportation Chib and Winkelmann [39] (based on Dionne et al. [59];

[142]: on airline incidents and accidents counts

Poisson regression with correlated latent variables using

MCMC simulation-based estimation

Frondel and Vance [64]: models determinants of German

public transportation ridership

Zero-inflated count data model

Houston [91]: models effects of helmet laws on incidence of

motorcycle deaths

Fixed effects negative binomial count data model

Ma et al. [122]: models vehicle crash counts for crashes on

two-lane roads in the state of Washington

Multivariate Poisson lognormal regression with Bayesian

estimation via the Gibbs sampler

Shively et al. [149]: like Ma et al. [122], but models vehicle

crash counts for road features, including curves, traffic,

speed and width

Semi-parametric Poisson gamma model with Bayesian

estimation and simulation for non-linear effects of

covariates

Healthcare Bago d’Uva [15, 16]: models price effects on doctor visits;

income effects on the number of doctor visits

Hurdle model and finite mixture negative binomial count data

model; latent class aggregated count data model

Deb and Trivedi [56, 57]: provides evidence to show that

frequent and infrequent healthcare users tend to be in latent

classes of healthy and ill patients

Two-part model that distinguishes between users and non-

users, and frequent and infrequent users of healthcare, using

a latent class model

Dwivedi et al. [60]: models Indian data from 1993 to 2005 for

1,152 breast cancer patients who underwent axillary

dissection of breast tissue

Shows how use of different model structures for count data

regression yield information that may be more important for

different purposes—especially to set treatment plans

Gurmu and Elder [78]: models Australian data from the 1970s

on doctor/non-doctor health consultation patient visits

Bivariate zero-inflated count data model with unrestricted

correlation

Rose et al. [144]: models counts of vaccine-averse patient

events for patients who are at risk and not at risk

Comparison of zero-inflated negative binomial, Poisson

hurdle and negative binomial hurdle models

Unemployment Andress [4]: estimates a multivariate count data model for the

distribution of individual unemployment in West Germany

in the 1970s and 1980s, and reasons for recurring

unemployment

Extends Poisson regression to include a gamma mixing

distribution to permit overdispersion of zero event counts;

referred to as an apparent contagion model or a spurious
occurrence dependence model

Danö [53]: evaluates causality between unemployment and

the resulting health conditions, based on the frequency of

doctor visits and consultations

Explores the application of a fixed and a Mundlak formulation

random effects negative binomial regression which permits

individual-specific effects to correlate with time-varying

explanatory variables in the model

Honaker [87]: estimates a family of count data models that

associate unemployment with the occurrence of political

violence in Northern Ireland, and events involving follow-

up retaliation

Poisson, negative binomial, zero-inflated Poisson and hurdle

regression; retaliation events are estimated with geometric

and quadratic-distributed lags to provide a micro foundation

for aggregate behavior involving fewer and fewer retaliation

events over time
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zero-inflated count data models in this area is attributable

to Frondel and Vance [64], although its basis is on earlier

work that pioneered zero-inflated Poisson models in the

estimation of manufacturing defects [112] and in the more

general areas of zero-inflated models and zero-inflated

negative binomial models that we discussed earlier. The

need for such models arises when the analyst observes

many zeros for the dependent variable in a count data

model. The authors investigate public transportation use in

Germany during the five-day work-week, and how it is

influenced by vehicle fuel prices and transit fares. The

zeros arise because the authors modeled individual riders in

the catchment areas of potential public transportation users

that are served. On any given day, many do not use public

transportation, and others never use it at all. The authors’

approach permitted them to model the effects of key

covariates while controlling for individual-level user

attributes, as well as the characteristics of the system as a

whole.

The public transportation context suggests the presence

of two latent regimes: one involving users and the other

involving non-users. We see similar problems in IS

research including the use of virus scanning software and

PC firewalls, choices to opt out or opt into corporate

information privacy programs, the non-adoption versus

adoption and use of a variety of social networking tools and

environments, and online news and advertising services

(e.g., Facebook and LinkedIn, RSS and other pushed

Internet news services, and Groupon, Social Living and

other online purchase opportunity awareness building ser-

vices). The opportunity to leverage zero-inflated models

also is likely to occur in the context of music and video

downloads among free and fee-based online streaming

digital media services for the study of users who consume

digital media contents differently via different distribution

channels. A similar analogy applies to consumers whose

travel-related purchase patterns for airline tickets and hotel

stays, where there is significant interest in issues of infor-

mation transparency [71], alternative channel strategies

[31] and product and service decommoditization [70].

Healthcare

There have been other efforts made to model a variety of

healthcare issues using count data modeling approaches.

Another aspect of Chib and Winkelmann’s [39] research

involves the application of their MCMC approach to

explain patient visits for different healthcare services

(including doctor’s office visits, non-doctor office visits,

hospital outpatient visits, emergency room visits and so

on). Although they specifically considered the possibility

of correlated visit outcomes based on different provisions

for healthcare insurance, prior research viewed the

different outcomes as independent [56, 133]. These

approaches offer almost immediate translation for appli-

cation in the technology adoption arena, when firms

experience new regulatory requirements for accounting

process changes and information requirements that require

multiple changes and adjustments to their systems requir-

ing modifications and choices of new kinds of supporting

technologies.

The research of Deb and Trivedi [56, 57], Bago d’Uva

[15, 16], and Gurmu and Elder [78] offers useful guidance

for IS researchers who wish to distinguish between

adopters who are frequent users versus infrequent users, as

opposed to adopters versus non-adopters. This is true for

healthcare services, for example, where few people are

non-users, even though not many people are likely to be

frequent users. Gurmu and Elder [78] explored empirical

count data models that involve two kinds of zeros: one type

is the choices that consumers, technology adopters, or users

make, and the other is measurement error where the analyst

is unable to record relevant count-related behaviors. This

occurs with research scientists who apply for patents and

do not receive them, and for other research scientists who

obtain patents for their inventions outside the observation

time window [155].

The methods and empirical work that these authors

present use the negative binomial model as a foundation.

Their work suggests that hurdle models for count data

analysis do not offer sufficient structure to take into

account frequent versus infrequent use, and so they propose

the use of another class of models called finite mixture

models. The method involves the identification of latent

classes. In the healthcare context, this could be something

like a person’s long-term unobservable health status (e.g.,

related to advancing problems with diabetes, heart disease

or other issues). In the IS context, latent classes may arise

with respect to technology adoption due to changes in the

functionality of the available technologies, evolving busi-

ness practices and business models, and so on, that cause

individuals to be differentially pre-disposed to higher or

lower levels of technology usage. This kind of modeling

approach, according to Bago d’Uva [16], can be applied in

such a way that it is possible to allow or disallow the

parameters in the model that address overdispersion to vary

with the latent classes.

The reader shouldn’t conclude that only more complex

count data models are useful in empirical research in

healthcare. An important problem in the treatment of

women’s health involves diagnosing breast cancer from

axillary dissection of cancerous breast tissue. This helps

clinicians to determine the counts of involved nodes to set

up a basis for assessing the severity of the illness, the

likelihood of survival, and the appropriate treatment for

their patients. Dwivedi et al. [60] evaluated the Poisson,
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zero-inflated Poisson, negative binomial, and zero hurdle/

negative binomial regression models for the extent to

which visible skin changes, location and tumor size were

associated with cancerous nodes for 1,152 Indian women

from 1983 to 2005.

Two results are interesting to consider for IS research-

ers, since they illustrate the sophistication of observation

that is possible with this kind of econometric analysis.

First, the researchers found that the negative binomial

model fits the data better than any of the other models that

were used, which is consistent with the large number of

uninvolved nodes (the zeros, in this case) that often are

present when the cancer is diagnosed early. The zero-

inflated negative binomial and the hurdle regression mod-

els predicted the number of involved nodes better though.

The conclusion the authors drew was that the prediction of

involved nodes was a by-product of the overdispersion of

uninvolved nodes, as well as some other unobserved het-

erogeneity that was not captured by the explanatory vari-

ables. They recommend that doctors base their treatment

on the results of zero-inflated negative binomial regression

estimates, since it permits the analysis to focus on unin-

volved nodes that are at high risk of becoming cancerous.

The work of Rose et al. [144] is similar in its compar-

isons of these kinds of models in a study of vaccine-averse

patient event count data for at-risk and not-at-risk popu-

lations. The issue is whether it is appropriate to permit

zeroes to arise from both the at-risk (what they call sample

zeroes) and the not-at-risk groups (what they call structural

zeroes). The authors conclude that overdispersion of zero

outcomes may not always be sufficient cause for the ana-

lyst to choose zero-inflated negative binomial regression or

hurdle regression. They show empirically, based on their

data, that when at-risk and not-at-risk patients are consid-

ered (the sample and structural zeroes together), then a

zero-inflated negative binomial regression is better. When

estimating data with only at-risk patients, hurdle regression

seems to work better.

Unemployment

To wrap up our discussion of applied contexts that may

offer useful modeling analogies for IS researchers who are

interested in the application of count data modeling, we

will next consider three studies that deal with labor and

employment. (For a more in-depth review, see [169].)

There is a substantial literature available that offers useful

research designs, modeling structures, and estimation

approach choices in which various count data models are

employed.

An example of the issues and estimation structures that

are employed is found in the work of Andress [4], who

studied the recurrence of unemployment among West

German men between 1977 and 1982. The author points

out the contrast between having access to event data, which

are more micro-level and more informative, in comparison

to count data, which are more aggregative and less infor-

mative. He also points out three other issues: problems with

underestimation of counts due to the use of retrospective

data and only registered instances of unemployment, the

sampling of employment status as an endogenous variable

(which raises the question of the underlying structural

model, and leaves the analysis open to over-sampling of

higher-risk groups), one-shot observations of independent

variables that actually are changing over time, and panel

attrition of participants across the timeline of the study.

The author distinguishes between two useful concepts. One

is statistical dependence, which occurs when ‘‘events

appear to be dynamically dependent, but in fact, some

individuals have higher risks of experiencing an event than

others’’ [4] due to some unobserved heterogeneity. The

other is causal dependence, which occurs when there is

something beyond the individual that is a clear driver of the

outcome that is counted. In this context, an example is that

prior spells of unemployment might drive the observation

of recurring unemployment; in other words, there is some

causal link. The author extends the Poisson regression

model with a gamma mixing distribution to permit over-

dispersion of zero event counts. He refers to his approach

as an apparent contagion model or a spurious occurrence

dependence model, with the idea of emphasizing the effort

they have made to sort out causal and statistical

dependence.

Numerous observers have suggested that unemployment

tends to predispose people to healthcare problems, since

they are less likely to be able to visit the doctor or receive

the appropriate kinds of hospital treatment that are called

for in funded health insurance programs. Danö [53] eval-

uated causality in this setting, with panel data from 1981 to

1996 with a 10% sample of the entire population of Den-

mark, based on the frequency of doctor visits and consul-

tations. The author uses multiple count data estimation

approaches, two of which involve the negative binomial

regression model with fixed effects and a Mundlak for-

mulation random effects specification [132]. The latter

formulation permits individual-specific effects to be cor-

related with time-varying explanatory variables in the

model—something that was not possible with fixed effects

at the time the author did this research. An interesting

outcome of this research, which illustrates the power that

refined econometric models have for challenging the con-

ventional wisdom of an area, is that the authors found no

significant effects of unemployment for health among men

and women—even after correcting for the possible corre-

lations between individual-specific effects and the relevant

explanatory variables. A requirement of all of the count
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data models that the authors used was the assumption of

exogenous explanatory variables, so they also estimated a

reduced generalized method of moments (GMM) model

that didn’t require this assumption, and they still were able

to establish the same general results. This approach in

empirical research with count data models further empha-

sizes how it is possible with post-estimation robustness

checks to increase the perceived reliability of the statistical

findings.

Political economy

Another interesting work in the labor and political econ-

omy area explores the connection between the results of a

variety of count data models with other associated events

that occur later, but are subject to unknown lags. This is a

useful method for IS and e-commerce researchers, since it

is often the case that the observation of one kind of event,

or a cluster of events, may be tied to other events that come

later. An example is in the context of the signing on or the

departure of members of a firm’s top management team,

once the chief executive officer resigns. Honaker [87] also

estimated a family of count data models in order to make

the case that there is a causal link between the unem-

ployment level in the population and the number of

instances of political violence in Northern Ireland. In this

research, the author employed several different models,

including Poisson, negative binomial, zero-inflated Poisson

and hurdle regression, and again shows the different effi-

cacies of the various formulations based on the estimation

outcomes. The author’s estimation approach also involved

the modeling of instances when one side retaliates against a

violent attack by the other side, by building a lag structure

for violence into a count data estimation model.

An important observation in this research, and one that

should be relevant to other IS researchers who undertake

e-commerce and technology adoption studies, is that lag-

ging the dependent variable further increases the number of

zero-valued dependent variable counts. The workaround

suggested by the author is to compute a rolling average of

the events over some period of time that makes sense for

the study context. A second key observation that is useful

for IS research, e-commerce and technology adoption

modeling settings is to recognize that there will be a most

likely time to the observation of the lagged event associ-

ated with the initial event. It may be typical to assume, as

the author has, that the likelihood of a tied event diminishes

after the occurrence of the first event. This observation may

be helpful for those who are interested in studying time-

clustered technology adoption that is subject to contagion

effects from prior adoption events [124]. Honaker [87]

evaluated the retaliation events with geometrically-

distributed and quadratically-distributed lags, which are

well-suited to creating reaction curves of the appropriate

shape. This approach also provides a micro-level founda-

tion for the theoretical explanation of aggregate behavior.
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